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We're In Top Five
Of KCC Competition

Number Ten

-Murray And Lambuth Groups To
Participate In Swim-A-Thon Saturday

The Kentucky Chamber of tucky
ChaimberOl Commerce. We
Commerce announced this week will keep
Miss Nancy Adams and a group
you advised on the proof Murray State full day of fun.
that the civic scrapbook entered gram
and your participation.
Coll
ege students, and the Lambuth Coll
Traffic was heavy in Fulton last Sunday afternoon
in the Chamber's state-wide
participating in the Fulege Choir of tonAfter
We extend you congratulations.
drove au to the big -Clothes Dank" box car to donat as hundredl Community Deve
show the Lambuth College
Jackson, Tennessee will be among the
lopment contest
Sincerely,
for the needy. (Above) A group of Explorer Scout e usable things by the
ente
rtainers on choir will go to Paducah for a
Fulton Chamber of Coms were among the
many a ho helped with the collections.
.1. C. Zimmerman. Director the Swim-A-Thon Show to be broadcas
t
over
merce has won one of the five
Radio concert there Saturday night.
Industrial Development
Station WFUL on Saturday, March
A complete list of talent to
top awardir.
7, to raise $8,000 parti
needed to complete the construction
cipate is listed below:
The notification to the local
of Fulton's new Ken-Tenn
Trio—Jimmy Clark,
swimming pool.
Chamber of Commerce did not
guitar and vocal, Fulton High;
say which award was won, and 4
The
tale
nt
show will be held at the Fulton Woman' Bill Griffith, drums, Fulton High;
local members will have a month
s Jimmy Sensing, guitar
Club and the public is,,urged to attend.
and vocal,
to speculate on their good furSouth Fulton.
The
Swim
-A-T
hon
will begin .Thon is to obtain funds
tune: Is it $1000 or $100?
to build
at 9:30 a. m. and will continue on
James Reed—Piano—winner of
TheTive awards are $1000, $700,
bathh
through the day, with Charles plete auses that must be com- Fulton Mid-South
$200, $150 and $100.
Talent Show
d before the new swimming
BuFr
ow
acting as master of cere- pool can
last year. Won Superior on his
The following letter dated
be open.
Wash
ingt
on—T
monie
he
s. Mr. Burrow will be assistCrab OrMarch 3. was received here WedTalent from Fulton, Hickman, number at State Music Festival
chard, Ill., area definitely has ed by . several others,
at Paducah last Saturday.
including Obion and other ,surr
nesday by Dr. E. F. Crocker,
ounding
been
.pick
ed by the Bureau Of a number of Woman's Club memNancy Brashears—plays piano
pre.ident of the local chamber:
counties, plus the college groups,
Prisons as the site of a $10 million bers.
and sings—regular on WFUL,
Dear Dr. Crocker:
will take part in the event.
federal prison, Ccngressman KenThe purpose of the Swim-AJudging of the 56 entries in the
The Swim-A
:
Thon will be a South Fulton.
Susan Stokes. Patsy Brown,
1958 Kentucky Chamber el Com- neth Gray (Dill.) said Tuesday.
"This will be verified when
Joan Carter—all taking voice at
merce Consmmity Development
hearings before the appropriaMurray State College, Fulton
contat -was conducted by the
tions committee are printed withHigh.
panel of judges on Thursday,
in 30 days or so," Gray, who jives
Joyce and Janice Binford-13
February 26, 1959.
in West
yr. old twins of Larry Binford,
It is our pleasure at this time Democ Frankfort, told The Sunrat.
8th grade at Fulgham, appeared
to advise you that Fulton's contest
The site election is no longe • Dr. Eddie Crock
twice in Mid-South Talent Show
entry was adjudged among the
er, president of Milton Counce.
r
in Memphis, also on TV in Padufive best in group 1. The final an issue but the project is men- the Fulton-South Fulton Chamber I
Industrial Development, Clyde cah,
Sunday was a cold day, and as the clothes
vocal duo.
came in for the Clothes ranking of the first five com- aced in another way, Gray indi- of Commerce, today announced Willi
Bank. up strolled this quartet of young
ams, Jr.; Finance and
cated.
sters In dire need of some- munities in each category will
Julie Binford—their 9 yr. old
his
commi
ttee
chair
men for the bership, C. H. McDaniel; Membe
thing to wear. Kind workers outfitted them
One
Con- sister—making public appea
and here they are in their 'ness' ssardrobea from incoming stocks, announced on April 14, 1959 at area. site is the Hickman, Ky., coming year. The chairmen are as gressional Action, Jame
s Warren; ances since she was two), sings. r.
the Annual meeting of the Kenfollows:
Public Relations, Dr. R. V. PutMrs. L. C. Logan—local repreCivil Improvement, Paul Boyd, nam;
chairman; Rural Development, Scrap Community Development sentative of Jaco Music Company,
book, Robert Burrow, chairContinued on Page Ten
Dewey Johnson, chairman; Edu- man;
Eunice Mitchell and Mary
cation, Mrs. Charles W. Burrow, Nelle
Wright; and Roads Commitchairman; Main Street Moderna- tee,
Frank Beadles.
The Fulgham Black Cats elimi tion, Parks Weaks. chairman;
nated Hickman Riverview 63-40 Tourist Promotion, Lewis Weaks,
PETITION DENIED
chairman, Fulton Mayor Nelson
in the opening game of the
First Tripp and South
Fulton Mayor
District baketball tournament
Charl
es E. Wright, Chairman of
at
Bardwell Tuesday night.
the Joint Board of Supervisors
By'le Westphalia
be taken care of.
from Fulton, Graves, and HickFulgharn moved ahead early in
LIONS PROGRAM
"Let the cold winds blow" could be the slogan to
Most enthusiastic about the the game
man Counties, reports that the
and held a 32-21 lead
be
Roy
drive
Bard
-and the permanent Clothes at the half.
Obion county deputies were
used by the new Fulton Area Clothes Bank. For
Riverview ws able ' ASC office and members of the petition for the creation of the
when Bank are those ministers,
at Hickman and mem- Bayou de Chien
scheduled to leave Tuesday afterhealth to score only seven points
the cold winds blow they will not bring sufferin
Water
shed
Conin
the
g to nurses and welfare workers who third period as Fulgham went a- bers of the new watershed pro- servancy District has been denied. noon for Madison, Wis., where
the poor and needx .,. ._ not anymore.
gram were among the honored
see in the clothes depository a head 63-40
they will pick up a South Fulton
This
.
guests at the Lions Club luncheon publi action was taken after a man and return him
solution to the area's problem for Fulgham
Last Sunday's driVefor depositors in the Clothes
to Obion
c
heari
ng
was
held
16
at
32
Cayce county to
46 63 meeting at the Park Terra
Bank clothes for the needy. •
face chai•ges of felonice Fri- High School on Saturday,
Riverview
was a tremendous skiccess from all stcc
8 21 28 40 , day.
Feb. ous assault with
ncipoints. Clothes, The bank will be housed in the
a deadly weapon
28th.
shietis, bed clothing, anda variety of ther comf
building formerly occupied by the
and grand larceny.
ortable Fred
Roberson Grocery Store in
Sheriff Ebb Gwaltrey said J.
items were brought in from every rner of tir
Fulton. A group of volunI. Case and Joe Gwaltney, son of
with a hope and a prayer that each donation wifl area South
the sheriff, will return Albert
bring teer workers has been working
comfort and a measure of happiness to the man
tirelessly to assort the clothing
Roach of South Fulton to Union
y persons and
arrange It so
City. He has been in Madison for
who will be benefited by the new Faltoo-Ar,12
when doCiothes mans art. made that
several weeks, undergoing treatthey can be
Bank.
easily handled.
=tent lb. a hospital for tuberC
Long recognized as• vital need various commi
Withdrawals from the bank will
ttees in Fulton,
losis, Sheriff Gwaltney said. 4.1He
for the Fulton area (Fulton. South Fulton and
Hickman went be made upon the recommendahas been released and is now- beHickman, South Fulton school about collec
Wils
on
Wyat
lion
t
is
of
ting garments there
the health nurses, welfare
in the First Congressional District City Hall after visiting
ing held by Madison authorities
area, etc.), the Clothes Bank came was no-doubt
factories,
this week campaigning in behalf of
that charity begins itorkers and ministers.
farms, business houses ancrpublit on a detainer issued by Obion
about as a result of. the constant at home and
the
COM
BSWYATT offices all day
home is where comcounty authorities. Roach has
Ticket.
demands made upon business fort war
long.
needed.
waived extraditio n, Sheriff
people, churches. civic and fraHighl
ighti
ng
Duri
Mr.
ng his campaign visit to nine Firs
Wyatt's visit Gwaltney said.
• .,
While a hand full of people
t
ternal groups, who realized the
Distr
in
Fulto
ict
coun
n
was
the attention reties, Wyatt is making four radi
Roach is charged in connection
need for a central agency to col- worked diligently to bring about
ceived by the charming
o
and with the shotgun wounding of
the Fulton Area Clothes Bank, it
television appearance for Bert Com broadcasts and one vivacious Mrs.
lect and distribute clothing.
his
Wyatt, who has father, M. E. Roach
bs for Governor and
was the response of hundreds of
Members of the two Wesleyan Wilson
of South FulContinued on Page Ten
Wyat
t
for
When a
Lieutenant Governor
Continued an Page Ten
rpup of interested people that made the drive
a suc- Service Guilds of First Methodist,
citizens called upon WFUL to cess. When one
On Thursday, March 5, (today) Mr. .
Church will be hosts to the Guilds'
of the key pert
Wyat
t
will
assist in such a movement it was was contacted
speak
with reference to of the Paris District at a district on WNBS in Murray from 5:40
to 5:55 p. m. and on
decided that a mass appeal, set- his part in the
Guild meeting to be held at the Frid
drive he said:
ay,
March 6, he will speak
ting forth the vital need for such _Lil
local church next Sunday afterlere• _no„wed. le
*51 41{14410A -*Iteuld.be brought
WCBL in Benton from 4.00 -to 4:15 ever Radio Station
n at 210 p. m.
-IW- body'
p.
s name in the paper . . . it
Wyatt a'so
fore the people.
Important items of business spoke over Radio Station
was a movement that needs
WFU
L
on
Tues
day
no which will be of interest to Guild in
When the appeal was made the
and
WNGO Miss Martha Jane Weaks, 18. Court at Union
name calling, but a movement
Mayfield on Wednesday.
City last year.
response was enthusiastic and
has been named valedictorian,
that needs prayerful thanks that members will be discussed, and
On
Thurs
The attractive blond was secday
night
the candi- tion and answer
when on Sunday. March 1. the
Mrs.
and
Elsie
Arvin
Prov
ow
Napie
of Fulton, Dis- date for Lieutenant
program will be
r. 18, is saluta- retary of her
the poor of our communities will
-Governor on Ed Paxton, Jr. of
fresh
trict Guild Secretary, will preside. the
Paducah repre- torian of the South Fulton grad- reporter her junio man class and
Combs-Wyatt ticket will senti
r and senior
ng
uatin
televi
g class.
sion, Bill Powell of
"Meet the Press, Radio and TV"
Conti
nued on Page Ten
the Paducah Sun-Democrat
The announcement was made
repreover WPSD-TV in Paducah from
10:00 to 10:30 p. m, On the pro- senting newspapers and Mrs. Paul by school officials.
Miss Weaks, daughter of Mr.
gram with Mr. Wyatt, in a ques- Westpheling of Fulton, representing radio.
and Mrs. Joe Weaks, is a straight
Mr. Wyatt spoke to a huge "A" student and
has been on the
audience at Beelerton on Monday school honor roll
all 12 years. She
night after visits in Ballard and is editor-in-chief
of the school
Carlisle and other portions
of annual, has played basketball
Hick
man County. On Tuesday three _years and was allThe City of Fulton will start garbage
regional
service Friday son Street near the school be renight he spoke in Fulton at the guard last year. She
is a member
morning to the Highlands area, whic
Willi
am
;Bill
)
h became a part of paired and bannisters be put on of the Ben Frank Adams. owner
of the 4-H Club and Future
WORK PROGRESSING
lin Store, has
thEsity on Feb. 24, it was announced
the bridge. The council informed
Homemakers of America.
at the'Fulton City the
Work on the new Henry I.
group that this would be been named chairman of the ReCouncil meeting Monday night.
She was named the "Mos
tail
Merch
ants board of directors. Siegel factory building
done:
in South Versatile Senior"; placed secon t
— Garbage will be picked up in Highland
Other
s
on
the
d
board
Fulto
are
Tom
n
is
progressing and the in the Latin Tour
s each Friday Another delegation from the Bradley, Aaron Butts, Arch
nament at Memr
aprn
g
in r
Hud- factory is expected to be comnow on.
Meadowview Sub-Division and
phis
State
in 1957: in 4-H and
dleston, Lonnie Roper, Cecil pleted by June
-The counc
u il also voted to inVine Extension appeared before
I. it was announc- FHA she won
Appearing before the council
Wade, Nathan Wade and Hendon ed this week.
an award in foods;
struct the Kentucky Utilities
the
counc
il
wanti
ng
sewers for Wright.
was a member of the Student
company to get facilities to put in Monday night was a delegation the streets
Work
ers
to
have
start
ed
on
there
. The council
the Council when a Freshman; won
They are to serve one year and roof Monday and
street lights in Highlands. There from the Milton School P-TA, promised to
they were
get an engineer to will conduct the
business of the to pour the floor. The recen ready the "Clean-Up. Paint-Up Essay"
will be a street light at each asking that the bridge on Ander- estimate the cost
t rain Contest last year; and was a deleof doing this.
Retail Merchants Association.
street intersection and in the
delayed work some.
gate to the Obion County Student
middle of each block.

Prison Site
Definite,
Says Gray

Chamber Of Commerce Committees
Are Named By President Crocker

Clothes Bank Is Stocked..
Let The Cold Winds Blow

Fulgham Trips
Riverview 63-40

South Fulton
Man To Be
Returned Here

Wyatt, Mrs. Westpheling To Appear
On VIPSD-TV In Paducah Tonight

Local Guilds To
Be Hosts To Groups
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Miss Weaks Named Valedictorian
Arvin Napier Is Salutatorian

City Of Fulton To Begin Garbage
Service, Install Lights In Highlands

The residents of the area are
now required 'to purchase city
auto stickers. They are $10. The
deadline for purchasing the stickers was March 1.
The Highlands area was annexed to the City of Fulton at a called meeting of the council on Feb.
23. and it became official with the
publication of the ordinance on
Feb 24

Adams Chairman
On Retail Board

South Fulton Teacher Is Good Example For Young People

Today

By Martha Jane Weak*
lated two bacculaureate degrees.
farmirjg project to make some house
(for his meals), he procur- ing attended
There is a way for anyone who He received an A. B. from Lincoln money.
only one
After graduating from ed a share in a
Memor
small attic room when he received this quarter
wants to go to college. An earne
ial University near Cum- South
Fulton High in 1928, he en- at the same
st berla
news, he
place.
nd Gap, Tennessee and a B. tered
desire to learn and an aspiration
was forced to drop out and reU. T. Junior College. By
This boarding house averaged turn home
for the better things in life are S. in Agriculture from the Uni- borrowing
. After hitch-hiking
the prime factors in determinin versity of Tennessee at Knoxville. Tennessee from the University of feeding 100 persons, three times home, he began
to farm.
g
Student Loan Fund, he a day. It seems incre
The most powerful force that was
whether or not one gets a colle
dible
that
a
That year, 1931, was a combi
ge influ
able to make out the first person could wash
education.
enced Guy was the casual year.
all the dishes tion of severe business depre nassion
for these people and still keep up and auste
As in anything else, it is much talks of his high school principal
re drouth. For his work
In order to stay in school at his studi
$331.47 COLLECTED
es,
but
at
Chest
that
is exactly that whole year, he made
nut Glade High. Mr. A. Martin the secon
less
d year,
south Fulton's Heart Fund easier to get it at somebody else's J. Lowe, now teach
ing at Fulton to borrow and work both.Guy had what Guy did. Of this he recalls, than $50.00.
totaled $331 47, according to the expense than to earn it yourself. High School, talke
Becau
se
"This
is
a vivid memory for me
d
freel
He
But
if
had
y
a
perso
and
he
been out of school now
n is willing to face
was
chairman, Mrs. Elsie Provow.
enthusiastically to his students assist given a job as the student because the skie on my hands for a year but since
times were
ant in the Biology Depart- cracked badly
Mrs. Provow is grateful to all up to facts, stand on his own two about his own colle
and
often
bled
in
ge
feet,
such
days. By ment for $15.00 per month,
work hard, and study hard,
a critical condition, he
who worked in the drive or helphe
from
RO
much
encou
dish
washi
ragin
ng
g
them
in
could
in this way, managed to stay in schoo
n't do anything at home and
l all of hot soapy water."
ed in anyway to make the Heart he is well on his way. In addi- a yearning for a
decided that the best prospect
college educa- that year.
tion he must self discipline himFund collection a success.
That
was
the
tion
year
the
banks
was
born in Guy.
was at Lincoln Memorial
self by doing without some of the
Since Marti was only a Junior went bankr
upt all over the coun- sity at Harrogate, Tenne UniverAs is the case in many families, College then, n
things that he might want
ssee, one
he
had
to
go
to
the
try,
thus
maki
his parents were unable to give Unive
ng the University's mile from Cumberland
TAKEN TO MEMPHIS
rsity of Tennessee at Knox- loan funds unava
Gap. At
Mr. Guy W. Finch. teacher of him
ilable to him. He the time, his broth
very much financial aid, but ville to finish
D. C West of 915 Vine Street Social Studies at South
er was in
. He hitch -hiked to was notified by his mothe
Fulton this didn't disturb him at all.
r
about
schoo
l,
was taken to the Baptist Hospital High School, had all
of the quali- ing the summer betwe Dur- Knoxville that summer to look this time that the Farmers Bank thoug working all his way. Alh this is a work-your-way
en his things over and to make arrangein Memphis Wednesday morning ties mentioned above
of Fulton had closed and the total schoo
and through eleventh and twelth
l for southern mountaineers,
in a Ifornbeak ambulance
grades in ments. After securing a job washa long, hard struggle has accumuamount of money available to his his broth
high school, he carried out
er told him that he
a ing dishes in a private boarding family at that
time was 17c. Hay..continuad on Page Ten
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What Is Work, Anyhow?
A recent conference of Lutheran
ministers and laymen in Ohio polled
those in attendance on a clergyman's
work week. Most of the ministers said
they were "on the job" an average of
60 hours. That's a 10-day for a six-day
week—more likely a nine-hour average fOr a seven-day week. The laymen thought the clergymen should
work 64 hours. But we wonder how
specifically they thought about what
constitutes being "on the job".
What is work, anyway?
A machinist standing eight hours
at his lathe, unquestionably. But that
machinist may go home and gladly
beautify his house with paint. An
engineer leaves his drawing board
and painstakingly turns out graceful
furniture in his basement shop. A
statistician drops his calculations to
hoe his beans and tend his roses. An
assembly line inspector of farm tractors looks forward during the day to
hand carving rare woods at night.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Going back to "on the job". A city
fireman loafs in his tilted chair for
days on end, and then loaps from his
bed in the dark and cold to battle the
flames and rescue the occupants of
a burning building—for an hour or
two. A minister of the gospel spends
one hour to 24 (so said the Lutheran
clergymen) on his weekly sermon,
then sits with the ill, the bereaved,
the distraught for a day or a night or
his whole holiday to comfort and to
bring new strength and courage.
,Relaxation to some, tedious waiting
balancing intense effort and risk for
another, the great reward of helpfulness for another. Does home painting
steady the machinist at his lathe? Is
the fireman not working while "at
the ready?" Is the clergyman less "on
the job" while listening compassionately than when composing some
ringing phrases?
What is work, anyway?
—Christian Science Monitor

nancial circumstances, are unable to
clothe themselves and their children.
The local welfare office tells us that
we have no idea of the large number
of these families in our area, and the
untold help they will get from having
such clothes available.
The clothes will be made available
to the entire area. If fits cannot be
obtained for needy around Hickman
from the Hickman stocks, they will be
provided from those at Fulton, and
vice versa.
And finally, the "clothes bank" is
no free giveaway to everyone. A
need must be established, and application made through either the pastor
or the welfare department, we are
advised.
This is a long-term project, and
it's just starting. Save your usable
clothes for it, and you will be sure
that somewhere in the area they will
be happily welcomed by those less
fortunate.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

I Hate Lent!
by Frank A. Grady, S. J.,
High School English Instructor
"What's the use of Lent? Who likes
to give up movies, cigarettes and the
late evening snack? Who likes to go
to church and pray more often? I hate
Lent!"
Does that sound like the crying of
a spoiled child? No, it is the perfectly
normal, reaction of most normal
grown-up people. Of course we don't
like to _do hard things!
Bur LENT is good for us—just as
spring training is good for Big League
baseball players. Lent is "spring training time" for our souls, time for getting into good spiritual condition for
the business of living life well. We
exercise our flabby wills by denying
ourselves some little legitimate pleasuses and doing some "extra" good
things, like setting aside time for
daily prayer and spiritual reading and
performing special acts of kindness
to those around us. Since the earliest
apostolic times Christians have always observed the traditional Lenten
season. If we spend our time well during Lent, we too will be happier
people Easter morning, with the glow
of spiritual health on our souls.
But why bother to get into better
spiritual condition? Why exercise our
wills? Why deny ourselves? Why?
THE ANSWER, of course, is plain
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to any thinking man or woman. We
know it is not important in itself
whether we deny ourselves a chocolate bar or a cigarette, for these are
perfectly good things, useful to our
well-being. But we also know that it
is very important whether we say
"no" to a temptation to sin—to impurity, to dishonesty, to anger, to
drunkenness. It matters a great deal
whether we control our selfishness
and bridle the passions and impulses
that Vvould shipwreck our character
and our Vappiness and the happiness
of those near and dear to us. It matters a great deal whether we save our
souls—whether we overcome those
habits of sin that offend God and endanger our salvation.
Any thinking man or woman
knows the truth of this. How successfully we will emerge from those crucial and all-important battles with
ourselves and our temptations in life
may very well depend, aside from
God's grace, on the self-control we
have acquired by such little things as
denying ourselyes candy and cigarettes, or resolut.y offering God a few
minutes of extra prayer during Lent.
LENT is the time to add our little
bit to Christ's redeeming sufferings
for our salvation. These little practices of self-denial are the "insurance"
we pay on our happiness and our
spiritual well-being, for our own good,
and for those near and dear to us.
In them we love Jesus Christ our God,
Who has suffered so much for each
one of us, for the salvation of your
soul and of mine. Can we let Jesus
Christ down by failing to do our part
in securing our eternal happiness?
Lent, you see, is a good time after
all. It is the best thing we can do for
ourselves—and the least we can do
for Christ, our most loving Redeemer.
A hand that has been short in
rendering services to others should
not be stretched out in quest of
high places.
—J. L. Burckhardt
•

•

Easter Seal
Campaign Opens
March 9 Here
The opening of the 1959 Easter
Seal Campaign March 9 will be
marked by the mailing of approximately 480.000 letters containing
meals to residents in every county
In Kentucky.

Last year the Easter Seal appeal
Kentucky
raised $234,458 76
in
which
with
Society
the
gay e
direct service to 3.977 physically
handicapped youngsters.
In urging that Kentuckians give
widespread support to the Society
George Kavanaugh, state chairman pointed out that the cost of
hospital and clinic ._tare for crippled children has tncreased during
the past year.

-This Is our once-a -year appeal
The Kentucky Society for Crippled Children—the Easter Seal to the general public." Kavanaugh
Society—will continue its cam- emphasized
paign through March 29. Easter
-For more than 30 years KenSunday.
tuckians have been most generuu.s
Contributions to Easter Seals In supporting the Society's profinance a statewide program of grams and we are sure that the
medical
hospital response to the 1959 appeal will
and
Cherapy,,
care, and recreation for children be even greater" he said
crippled by many causes
Easter Seals for the 1959 campaign are of two designs
One
showing a boy on crutches against
a background silhouette of two
active
youngsters;
second
the
showing
the traditional Easter

FORREST DOING OK
Charlie Forrest, former Fulton
athlete, got 10 points in
Union City's 70-44 win over Murray High recently Forrest transferred to Union City during the
City

holida

Christmas

"Did you say sips it 'Cordially yours?"

Do You Know How The"Clothes Bank"Operates?
The "Clothes Bank" for Fulton
County and South Fulton, opened last
Sunday with a big kick-off drive via
WFUL, will serve a purpose for the
area that perhaps is not fully realized
by the general public.
This is a permanent thing, open
year-round. Clothes will be received
all year round, although drives such
as we had last Sunday may be conducted only infrequently, as the need
for re-stocking arises.
Clothes have been sorted and stored both here in Fulton, and at a depository in Hickman. When disaster
strikes unfortunate families and they
need clothing badly, they may make
application to the "caretakers" of the
bank (through their minister, or the
welfare department) and they will be
outfitted, for free, from the stock on
hand.
The most pressing need for the
"bank", however, lies in helping the
families who, being in -desparate fi-

by MGT-setters

Lay

5

when

•
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arefree..
4,4,441-At,

Turning Back The Clock—
March 3, 1939
Fulton does not want to lose
the Fair Grounds.
That is the sentiment prevalent
among local business men and
civic-minded citizens.
The Fulton Fair Association
was organized in 1911, and since
that time many successful fairs
have been held here. The stockholders and directors have played an important role in the promotion of community and agircultural progress of this territory.
But with the ever-changing
conditions, in this modern age of
good highways and fast transportation, the operation of county
fairs on a self-sustaining basis has
became more and more difficult.
The years of the depression worked undue hardships on enterprises of this type as they did
no business activities.
The amateur fights held at the
Fulton Athletic Club last Friday
night under the auspices of the
American Legion. with Bobby
Matthews, promoter, proved to be

LETTERt TO
THE EDITORS
THE NEWS welcomes expressions from its readers. Suck
items must be signed but
name will be ommitted from I
publication if requested.
Dear Editor,

popular and entertaining.
Models for the Spring Fashion
Show to be held at the New
Malco Fulton on Wednesday
night, March 8th. sponsored by
the Junior Woman's Club have
been announced.
"Pee Wee" Nanney, Murray
State College student, of Fulton,
was a technical knockout victim
in his fight in the tournament of
champions at the Chicago Stadium Tuesday night.

Mrs. Sara Meacham was hostess to her afternoon bridge club
Tuesday at her home on W. State
Line.

"Nothing can be done without
Charity"
I have heard, for many a day.
And some
people think
that
means
Giving
money
something
or
away,
But, no ba tiles Clparity is love
And so easily Or
Anytime or place, you can spend
it
Without costing a cent
Always be kind to Children

...because a modern -if

It 4)1

4r

A. Electric Dryer
dries clothes
it,_Ay
* QUICKLY

* * SAFELY * AUTOMATICALLY

us no end
for charact

We hav(

Dayi

for HO

Watches.

Poppy
Henry Morris,
Hickman, Ky

There are five groups which
were affected by the new changes
in the laws, and they are childhood disability beneficiaries.
Widows, widowers, mothers and
parents.
Persons receiving childhood
disability benefits will no longer
lose their benefits when they
marry, provided they marry
another person entitled to childhood disability benefits, or a person entitled to widow's, widower's,.pother's, parent's, disability
or old age benefits based on his
or her own work record.
A widow will not lose her benefit check when she remarries,
provided the remarriage is to a
person entitled to a widower's,
parent's, or childhood disability
benefits.
Likewise, a widower will not
lose his benefits if remarriage is
to a person entitled to a widow's,
mother's, patent's, or childhood
disability benefits.
Worn e n receiving mother's
benefits, for having a child in
their care, may continue to receive their monthly checks after
remarriage if marriage is to a person entitled to widower's, parent's, childhood disability benefits, or to a person entitled to an
old age or disability benefit based on his own work record.
Persons receiv ing parent's
benefits after remarriage if the
marriage is to a person entitled
to widow's, widower's, mother's,
parent's, or childhood disability
benefits.
Whitaker emphasized that for
complete details on how the new
amendments affect Social Security benefits for those. who marry,

today
Tomorrow will be telling It about
you.

4.

Man.

Babies, you will have trouble in
life
As, trouble will always come,
But, behind those dark clouds
There is always a beautiful sun

too.
The one that is telling it to you

4-1

Accur
WOE

The new amendments to the
Social Security Law have made
it possible to continue payments
to some beneficiaries who lost
their checks because of marriage,
according to Charles M. Whitaker,
Manager of the Paducah office.
Bowyer, he said that this is true
only if these persons are in one
of the groups listed below.

Don't repeat gossip, babies
Don't listen, if yoe don't have

* 4 at

And babies remember this
Always do the 'A.A., you can.
and If you do that. Honestly
Then fear nei,her. God nor

TO MY BABIES
Babies the time will come
and it may not be long,
when, you may ise reading this
and peppy will be gone.
And while thLs might be silly
It's the best I could do,
My hopes are when you read it
It will bring a good thought to
you,

And one more thing, babies
I want you to remember too
The dogs on top, don't need your
help
But, the ones on the bottom, do,

* It*
"7)4` *
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New Amends To
Social Security Law

Don't try and Lend to your business
And someone else's too.
For then you will be awful busy
And they will have nothing to
do.

pleted my
recomrnen
sentative
found it c
send it 01

And old -people too.
Remember you was once young
and, Old age may come to you.

have just passed my 89th
birthcay, and several of whom I
call my babies came to see me.
I am writing this for them to
remember me by.

Play the game straight babies
and then you will see,
The game you thought so hard
to beat
Is just as easy -is it can be,

caught up
horns. 1 h
a matter r

been "on

Ed E. Willingham, well known
I. C. engineer, and prominent
citizen of Fulton, died Tuesday
night in the Illinois Central Hospital in Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Dunn of
St. Louis, Mo., announce the birth
of a son, weight eight and one
half pounds. born Monday morning in the Barnes Hospital in St.
Louis. The baby has been named
Robert Glenn, Jr.

his
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A busy housewife deserves a helping hand
washday. And an automatic electric dryer
helps cut work time ... so you have more
on

time for your family—you're carefree!

*11
HOI

Drying clothes electrically brings perfect'
results ... clothes are fluffed and tumbled
in gentle, clean, electric heat ... away from
flames, fumes, bleaching sun and dust.
Whites stay white and colors bright. Clothes
last longer, too, when they're dried electrically.
Dry your clothes the modern way.
... with
clean, safe, electricity. See your applrance
dealer today.

SEE ANY APPLIANCE DEALER

Only 71 a
load is all
you pay to
wash and dry clothes the
clean, electric way. This is the average
cost with our low electric rates.
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Mrs. C. E. Lowe, 74-year-old
great-grandmother, who
retired
The Fulton News, Thursday, March 5, 1959, Page
3
four years' ago as postmistress of
Pierce Station, Teiln., south of
Fulton. after serving in that
capacity for 37 years. She was
High school students in Obion
appointed to the postnion by
and Weak ley County have only a
President
Woodrow
Wilapn in
few more days to apply for freshAn analysis of Highway Depart- to a quarter of a
April, 1917.
Many of you people have in- there lurks some fine Dickens
million the total
The South Fulton High School men scholarships offered by the ment payrolls show that a road ten cost of
ian
Recentl
maintaining eleven. poliy, Mrs. Lowe fell at
quired from time to time, con- characterk,in your mind.
honor roll for the fourth sixth University of Tennessee for study miles long across Fulton County
tical agents on the state payroll.
cerning my novel. THEY DARED
"You have a quiet, charming her home and broke her tap.
weeks term was announced today beginning next fall.
could be blacktopped with money
One mile of blacktop costs
TO BE DIFFERENT.
Although she had retired es by Principal Lester Betty.
way with your characters. They
March 15 is the deadline for spent for various advisory highThe
To bring you up to date on come to life quickly, and we,
filing applications for the ap- way commissioners.
the postrnistreas, Mrs Lowe continued honor roll follows:
SIGNATURE ON RECORD
my first attempt at fiction and readers, are interested in them.
to operate the Lowe's General
Seniors: Boys—Arvin Napier, proximately
150 freshman
The report from the Combsof writing a novel . . . the book
One of the two known signa"You have a great deal of Store, where the postoffice was Phil Taylor, Billy Sensing, Girls scholorships. To be eligible
for Wyatt headquartirs was released tures of Abra
is now in the hands of a pub- talent, and it may be that you located, until
ham Lincoln's
the store
was —Nancy Crews, Beverly Lace- one of the study grants, valued
by Robert R Martin and J. David grandmother, Bersheba Lincoln
lishing company in Hollywood, Will want to publish this book closed in 1957. The post, office well, Martha
, is
at
$200
and above, the student Francis,
Weeks, Lutrecia
co-chairmen for the anti- on a record at the Washington
Calif. I feel that most likely they with one of the New York pub- was done away with in 1955.
Bennett, Jessie Gamblin, Hazel must rank in the top fourth of his
Chandler candidates.
will not publish the book, but .1 lishers. However, it costs
County court house, Springfield,
me
The Lowe store was the only Grissom, Patrecia Matheny, Ruth high school graduating class, be
am not discouraged for I re- nothing to advise you not to do store
Bert Combs is seeking the De
in the little communty, and Pruiett, Sarah Dacus, Rose Hy- a resident of the state, and a gradceived a three-page letter from it, and instead to get another
had been opera tea under the land, Eva Jo -Reams, Sandra uate of a Tennessee high or pre- moeratic gubernational nominatthe publisher Monday—and that's book ready.
paratory school when next fall ion while Wilson Wyatt'is in the
Laird.
Lowe name since 1899.
quite unusual. It was a very nice
race for lieutena.at governor in
"I cannot refrain from further
Juniors: Boys—Pat Dowdy. quarter rolls around,
The "first lady" of Pierce Statand encouraging letter. He was comment on your eye and ear
the same primary.
for ion is the champion quiltmaker Girls—Diane Gunter, Lena Lou
Scholarships are available for
ITS HERE
very complimentary of my writ- character. This is one of the few of
A breakdown of figures, the rethe vicinity, so she finds plenty Moss, Kay Johnson, Jane Peeples, study in all colleges and courses
The Sensational New Invention
ing and wants to see more of my novels in which I have seen
port
shows,- that eight advisory
a to do to take cote of the extra Linda Muzzall; Jerilyn Colley, at the University. Each scholarSutherland's "MD" Truss
work. The hi•-h to by first novel Southern Baptist presented as
I, time caused by he: retirement as Sandra Dawson.
ship goes toward the quarterly highway commissioner's are on the
No Belts — No Straps —
Is the snije.. I wrote on. which personally, know Southern Bappayroll. Salaries, office help, autoSophomores: Boys—Billy Hick- payment of fees and purcha
poatamistress and store keeper.
se of
No Odors
deals with interracial marriage— tists. You have photographed
mobile expenses and other costs
man, Jimmy Lowe. Girls—Brenda books and supplies.
The
grocery
store,
which
was
Approved by Doctors — The
a very dangerous subject.
these kind-hearted tradition-lovRoberts
run
the
annual
Patrici
,
a
bill
Flower
to
s,
at least
Roseowned and operated by her late
Winners of the U-T scholarWorld's Most Comfortable
Although the publisher's agent ing people with your pen.
busband for over Si years, was mary Clark, Barbara Peeples, ships are expetted to be selected $200,000.
Truss
in Hollywood and the publisher
Vickie Stewart.
In
"Your approach is suggestive of owned for
addiaio
n, three other aides,
by May 1, according to Dr. R. E.
a number of years by
in Muskogee, Okla., both read Sherwood Anderson's hometown
Freshmen: Boys—Ken Bowlin, Dunford,
recently named in the Rural
CITY
DRU
G CO.
her son, H. R. Loan but as he
U-T
dean_ of.students.
the book, the publisher is holding tales, and you might re-read his
Lanny McIntyre, Thomas Connell,
Highway Department, account for
408 Lake St.
A student need make only one
Fulton
it to be read by an editor-friend "Winesberg Tales", 'and "Tar," traveled for Browder's Mill, was Girls—Jaeie Taylor, Kelly Reams,
still an additional 850 000, bringing
of his, to confirm his own views with some profit, since you strike deputy sheriff in ()Won
Mary'Clark, Lynn Dycus, Judy application to cover all scholarhe left th
operation of II to Gatewo
ships now offered by U-T for the
on the matter.
me as being a feminine counterod, Glenda Hastings, Anita
Mrs. Lowe,
coming school year. Application
The pubigher's letter; in part, part of this gifted Hoosier author.
Hyland, Marolyn
Williamson, blanks or
further information may
Mrs. Lowe's husband opened th.s Linda Rogers.
follows:
"In summary, let me say that
be obtained by writing Dean R. E.
store two years before their
Qualities
/
Eighth:
am
much
Boys—
interes
Mike Faulkner, Dunfor
ted in you as
"My sincere thanks for sending
d, University of Tennesme the novel, THEY DARED TO a writer, and I feel that you can marriage, and operated it until Gene Hardy, Stephen Finch,
his death on June 5. 1951.
Jerry Mac Weeks, Martin War- see, Knoxville.
BE DIFFERENT, which finally write other books.
During her 72 years she has ren, John Burrow,
-1 would like to see more of
caught up with me here in OklaLarry Wade,
pieced way over a hundred quilts. Gregg St. John. Girls—
homa. I have read the novel—as your work at any time."
Joan FulShe
has
outfitted
her three ler, Jane Lowe, Joan Bondurant,
a matter of fact I have just comWe understand that Mrs. Ches- children's homes with all the Linda Bailey,
Janet Harris, Judy
pleted my reading of it—upon the
ter Gregory's mother has arrived quilts they needed, and has com- Maynard, Lee
WHITE
Cantrell.
recommendation of my repreherefrom Germany to make her pleted quilts for her three grandORDER YOUR
ROCKS
Seventh: Boys—Steve Schwerdt,
sentative in Hollywood. who
home with her daughter in South children and great grandchildren. P. D. Glaylock,
CHICKS
Clayburn Peeples,
found it of sufficient interest to
RHODE
N-O-W
send it on to me here. I have Fulton. We wish to extend to the besides replacing her own quilts Danny McGuire, Hugh Mac Sloan,
ISLAND
lady a very warm welcome to our twice, after being burned out Patrick Hyland.
to insure
been "oh the road" for a while.
Girls—Charlotte
REDS
city. We hope you. will like it Mrs Lowe's main hobby is quilt- Clark, Bonnie
Getting what
in the interest of several other
Weaks, Anna
The West Kentucky Press Assohere.
ing. although she used to do Hardy, Carolyn Colley, Nancy
you want
books on my list, and while I'm
NEW
qukte a bit of crocheting and Matthews, Patricia Lowe, Mar- elation will have its spring Meetwhen you
sorry to have kept you waiting
HAMPSHIRE
We are reading a very interest,ing
at
Kentuc
ky Dam.StatePark
embroidering. She used to keep garet Powell, 9andra Polsgrove,
want them.
for a report, I'm sure you under- ing book entitled "Oklah
omres" her quilt pieces at the store
on
Saturd
ay, April 11, Niles 0.
"CHICKS
and Connie Hastings, Brenda Lestand.
by E. D. Nix, a former U. 9.
Dillin
WITH A
when there was no or
, around Cornu, Janice Smith, Maxine g.ir.oup, gham, president of the
'THEY DARED TO BE DIF- Marshal of Abe Oklahoma TerriYes!
announced this week.
We also
PERSONALITY"
FERENT has much merit, and the tory and formerly of Murray, Ky. to talk with, she serd. She does Lewis, Dianne Clement, Lou Ella
have all the new
The WKPA is composed of all
her quilting at night.
Ray.
author has talent.
•The
first part of the book
•
Burpees 1959
•
newspapers in the first and secThose making all A's:
Before her. granddaughter, Mrs.
"Whew you leave the field of speaks of Fulton, Murray and
;t
varieties of vegond districts of the Kentucky
Seniors
:
Arvin
William
Napier,
Earl
Long,
Nancy
married
Mrs.
,
contention and give us the back- Paducah and Mr. Nix relates that'
table and flower
Press
Associa
tion.
Crews,
Martha
Weaks,
Lowe
filled
Beverl
her hope-chest with
y
ground of Kentucky, the small- his friend. Charles Meacham of
seeds. Bulk or
CHICKS AVAILABLE
Most of- the meeting will be
town people, their habits and Fulton made the trip to Okla- beivitiful scarfs which she cro- Lacewell.
package.
Juniors
.-spent
Pullets
:
None.
,
informal round-table discheted and embroidered.
Cockerels or
theie unique customs, you delight homa with him.
"
Sopfibrnores: Brenda Roberts, cussions on current and pertinent
Straight Run.
The
energeti
c
lath's
other
us no end. You have a keen eye
hobCol. Nix is a brother of Mrs.
b', is tending to het flower gar- Patricia Flowers, Rosemary Clark, problems of the newspapo. profor character, a fluent style, and Ed (Mae) Ligon, who
formerly den.'She
fession.
loves flowers and grows Barbara Peeples.
lived on Eddins Street, and he
Freshmen: Ken Bowlin, Janie
many each year.
Also, new officers for the commarrie
Ellen
d
Felts
on
July 15, Mrs. -Lowe's
e have complete stocks
ing year will be elected. J. Earle
three children are Taylor, Kelly Reams,
1885.
Eighth: Martin Warren, John Ben, -Morganfieli .s
vice presiMrs. Jewell McClain, who loan- Ernest Lowe of the Bennett Burrow, Larry
Wade, Jerry dent.
ed' me the book, which was pub- Electric Co.. in Fulton, Mrs. Mil- Weeks,
Stephe
n Finch, Mike 'The meetin
STATE LINE ST.
PHONE 483
FULTON, KY.
lished in 1929, met the author in dred Freeman, of Flint, Mich. Faulkner,
g will start at 9:30
Jan/. , Harris, Judy a. m.
who is now slatting her mother.
A
lunche
Oklaho
on
will
ma
be
City
heti
back
it
years
ago
Maynard, Lee Cantrell.
for HOME and FARM
12:30 and the meeting will close
and her late husband. Bill Mc- and R. J. Lowe.
YOUR LOCAL HATCHERY SERVES YOU BETTER
Each day for an inspirational - Seventh: P. D. Blaylock, Bonnie at 4:30„
Clain, and Col. Nix's brother and
Machines
Weeks.
Caroly
Colley,
n
Patrick
masage
call
telephone number 89
his wife made a trip to Filorida
BENNETT ELECTRIC together.
If you forget the number, con- Hyland Maxine Lewis, Dianne
sult
the. telephone directory. It's Clement.
The
book
PHONE 201
is
filled with pictures
FULTON
Requirements
of famous outlaws and lawmen of listed under "Inspirational mess- on the Honor ; To be counted
Rob for any person,
the Old West associated in some Mc"
the student must be making A's
A
man
who
spent
his
early
way with the author and it was
Accurate
and B's, A's or B's.
Col. Nix who fired the pistol to childhood in Union City and who
began
his
school
WORKMANSHIP
there was vi‘start the run for a homestead—
FRACTURES um
the Cherokee Outlet on Sept. 16, Ited Friday night by television
Mrs. Lizzie Love of the WhitAt Low Coat
1893, the greatest contest for a personality. Edward R Murrow, latch Rest Home. who fell MonWatches. Chalks and Time
known to man. Col, Nix on the nationally-telecast "Person day night and fractcr leg,
CONTAINS NICARBAZIN — The amazing coccidiosis control
noses of All Kinds Ame- home
was a U. S. Marshal at the time. to Person" program
was taken from Fult t. Hospital
ntaly Repotted at Leive Cad
Jack Wrather, son of J. D. to Campbell's Clinic in
Memphis
additive that practically eliminates your coccidiosis problem
Contrary to popular belief that 'Bob) Wrather wno made
his Tuesday morning in a Whitnel
the City of Fulton was first home on Church street in
Union ambulance.
ANDREWS
known as Fulton Station. old 'street in Union City many years
letters addressed to Ben F. Carr, ago, is the ower of the famed
Jewelry Company
on whose land the larger portion Disneyland hotel and is married enza in Kentucky this spring.
All persons, especially those in
of the city now stands, Fulton to movie actress, Bonita
Gran- the "special risk"
groups (those
was first named Pontotoc, an ville
who have tuberculosis, heart
Indian name.
conditions and other chronic disThe letters were tinted 1850 and
eases, the very old, infants, and
were postmarked "Pontotoc. Fulpregnant women) are urged to
ton County, Kentuoky." although
see their physicians at the first
at that time all mail for people
sign of flu. General symptoms are
living here came through the post
rapid onset, fever, drowsiness,
office at Feliciano. a large town
Outbreaks of influenza have
at that time bested between been reported in several coun and aching muscles.
Water Valley and Pilot Oak
tries of Europe and in the WashAn old bill of sale made out by ington, D. C., area, according to
Benjamin Carr and billed to T word received this week by the
DUTCH MILL MOTEL
NEW
W. Behn for supplies from March Kentucky State Department of
I. iii it
i.
‘I it 0,
through September. 1840, proves Health.
there was at least a general
Edwin H, West, M. D., Director
(s, )1 II
.
/ 1)
-1 Et I
merchandise store here as early of the State Health Department's
trill NI) 1
nt'h
as 1840, and that whiskin sold at Bureau of Local Health Services,
"5 h-'. Ito
r
1. •
has alerted all county health defive gallon for $2.X.
•% I
An old written decument in partments throughout the State
(,•)» Brand • - - 1). net
possession of ,the Carr Family to the possibility of some influ-I
shows that in May 1861 a con
vention was held in Mayfield, atAV'e
sp allot
tended by delegates of the Jack44,6
son Purchase, many settlers of
pork
which had always been dissatisfiOw •free denossindba
ed with being a part of Kentucky
lbw bir
MB Wig
and Tennessee and 'in the convention a resolution was introduced, voted upon and adopted
that the people of the Purchase
secede from respective states and
form a new state of their own.
Since we have sold several of our cattle privately, we will
One of the most interesting
patients in the West Kentuck‘
not bold our annual production sale in April.
E. Fourth
Phone 169 Baptist Hospital at Padlicah is
However, We Have

South Fulton
Honor Roll
Is Aanounced

around town with
-

Ouida Jewell

Facing "Deadline
On T-T Stipends

County Road Could Be Black Topped
With Money Sent For Commissioners
.

RUPTURE
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-
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You Want i n

BABY CHICKS

Press Group
To Meet On
April 11

NOW OPEN 14N,

FULTON HATCHERY

Dayton V-Bells

Start your (hicks Right
WITH BROWDER'S STARTING MASH

No.1 Farm
Chain
lowSaw
la;42•

Outbreaks Of
Flu Reported

as

HOMIMLIT.

AttentiA

FARMERS AND
LIVESTOCK PRODUCERS

BURNETTE
TRACTOR CO.

REGISTERED HEREFORD BULLS

Guaranteed Work!
Reasonable Rates!
A qualified technician
with specially - designed
equipment will make that
repair correetly . . . the
first time. Pickup and delivery.
Antennas Installed

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307

and replacement heifers for sale at all times
We Also 'Pave Meat-Type

SPOTTED POLAND CHINA BOARS
and open gilts - - - ready for service

—HERD SIRES -sons of
• SPUTNIK
• RADIUM
• BOMBSHELL
All from certified meat-type Litters

LILLY BROS.
Rural Route 4,
Newstaad Road

Hopkinaville, Ky.
TIT 5-8145

STARTING
MASH
MANUFACTURED BY
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Miss Jacqueline Rawls Announces
Plans For Her Wedding Sunday

Eunice Sea% Becomes Bride
Of Chap Taylor On February 14

Roberta Holly To
Be April Bride

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel E. Holly
of Hickman have announced the
group
is
,
Fulton
engagement and approaching
Mrs. Eunice Seath of South Ful- Rogers of South
or for Southern Bell marriage of their daughter, Roton berame the bride of Chap chief operat
hone and Telegraph Com- berta, to Billy Wayne Good, son
Taylor of South Fulton on Satur Telep
in kuoun. She Is a graduate of Mrs. Alice Good of Coldwater,
day evening, Feb. 14, at 8:30, at pany
Fulton High School.
Miss
the Cumberland Presbyterian of South
Mr. Taylor, son of Mrs. Rob
The marriage has been set for
Church in Union City. The Rev.
of
Taylor
Mr.
the
at
late
the
and
ted
Taylor
April and will be solemnizofficia
h
early
Womat
Mr.
Water Valley, is a graduate of ed at the First Methodist Church
single-ring ceremony.
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
School, in Hickman.
The couple's attendants were the Water Valley High
Miss Holly graduated from
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Holland of and is employed by the Cooley
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Clay Company of Hickory, Ky.
Cayce High School in 1858 and
Hickory, Ky.
attended Lambuth College in
The bride, an attractive brue
Following a wedding trip to Jackson, Tenn. She is a member
Mrs. John Hens& won the high score prize at bridg
nette, chose for her wedding a
New Orleans and Biloxi, the
Mrs.
of Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority.
beige frock, with matching accesat Ladies Day at the Fulton Country Club Tuesday.
couple is at horns' at 404 McCall She is currently working at White
cororchid
purple
a
won
and
sories,
Hales
D.
J.
Street.
R. V. Putnam was second high and Mrs.
A
Castle In Clifton, N. J.
sage.
rs.
Others attending the wedding
blue
navy
wore
d
Mr. Good attended Martin,
the bridge-bingo prize. There-were two tables of playefolHollan
Mrs.
were Mr. and Mrs. Max Mc- Tenn. High School, served three
with a white mums corsage.
Nine members played golf during the afternoon,
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'Great River Road' Sought
Thraugh Western Tennessee
Nashville—Authorization for lo- to the Governor were bills that
cation and construction of a would:
"great river road" in West TenProvide that %,Otnesses do not
nessee is contained in a b111 introhave to be re-suspenaed in the
duced in the House.
event a court case is continued.
The measure, sponsored by
Provide that residents of this
Representative B. C. Durham and state will not have to
go to anothers, points out the United other state
for the probate of
States Bureau of Public Roads has out-of-town state wills
when the
recommended such a highway wills deal with realty
in TennesMexiCanada
the
from
Gulf of
to
see.
co.
Require that, in counties where
Under provisions of the bill,
the state highway commissioner voting machines are used, notices
• eavou1d be authorized to make must be given for special elecstudies and determine the feasi- tions 40 days prior to the election
bility of the route through West and qualifications must be made
30 days before election.
Tennessee.
If the commissioner thinks it
Permit tax notices to be sent
wise, he could designate the route by certified mail.
as part of the state system of
highways and go ahead with programming of construction.
The House passed .and sent to
the Senate Tuesday bills to:
Amend state election laws to
provide, among other things, that South Marshall took an early
a person may vote if he has lived lead and held all the way to score
In a county three months. At pres- a 67-48 decision over Futon City
ent, he must have been a county here Thursday tillht
resident six months before he
The contest was the season
may cast his ballot.
Raise the application fee for finale for both club., The %ictoa registered ,nurse examination ry gave South Marshall a 23-7
from $15 to $20, raise the fee for record against a W-11 mark for
examination of a licensed prac- the Bulldogs
tical nurse from $10 to $15, inThe Rebels led 12-9 at the
crease the renewal fee for licenses first stop and 23-18
at halftime
from $2 to $3 and raise the re- before they really
turned on the
instatenient fee from $1 to $2.
steam to pun rwpidly away. ,
Change the name of the state
Joe Mitt his, rugged South OvotDivision of Parks to the Division
er, topped scorers for the winners
of Parks and Recreation.
Require that, where there it 'inth 20 points. Larry Schroeder
an adverse money decision against added 18
a governmental body, the body
Roger Mime, high scoring Fulmust be furnished
copy of the ton City forward, tossed in 26
court decree.
for game honors
Permit shoes repairmen to dispose of shoes and boots left at South Marshall
12 23 46 67
their places of business longer IT'ulton City
9 18 33 48
than 60 days.
Authorize a clerk of a domestic relations court to issue an attachment when a person is delinquent in support payments.
Passed by the House and sent
March f3
Elvis Babb, James
Fuller. March 7
Billy Covey.
Hu-rv B Elliott Nf irch
Warren C Graham. Mrs John Carender, Mrs Harvey Maddox, W.
acre patients in Z Cash Richard i,ocke. March
the local hospitals Wednesday 9 Charles Sevier Carl:dime Bolin.
Don Sensing. Jimmy Allen. Mr.
morning. March 4
O 0 Bard. Gus B Farmer,
FUL7'ON HOSPITAL:
Christine Batts. Wayne Napier
Mrs Owen Ellio!t. %Tango, Tom March 10 E. Pi. Baker, Burt
Holland, Hickman. John M. Roper. Grenell, Nancy Holland. Harold
Hickman. Nath.ui Copelen, Pry- Bills, March 11: Lillian Cook
orsburgi Mrs. J. B. Norman. Cafe. Mrs. R. V. Putnam Jr.
Wings). Jack Starks. Dukedom; March 12 Mrs. T. J Kramer
Mrs Dia.sy Thor,pMm MIS Mike Sr Carolyn Underwood, Tommv
Pry, Mrs Ethef Murphy, W M. Reams
Johnson, Robert (food win. Mar'one Holder. Mrs John Thompson. Mrs J T Travis. Mrs Tucker
Brown. Betty Sue Mitchell. Mrs
Paul Cathy. Mrs Rachel Witt,
Bob White, Mrs Riddle. Oliver
Fred Evans, Mrs
Cash. Mrs
Thomas Nichols and baby, Mrs
W 13 Olsen Sr. ail of Fulton

South Marshall
Wins Over Fulton

Workers For
"Skat" Drive
Are Announced
The workers for the "S'kat"
Campaign will meet at 9 a. m,
Friday, March 8, at Joe Trees
Station Oil Station.
The Chairman of South Fulton is Mrs. C. D. Jones and her
Street Captains are as follows:
Mrs. Ralph Cantrell, Mrs. C.
A. Boyd, Jr., Mrs. Charles Walker, Mrs. J. U. McKendree, Mrs.
Floyd Dedmon, Mrs. Shelton
Owens, Mrs. H. W. Connaughton,
Mrs. Jim Owens, Mrs. W. F.
Stewart, Mrs. James Fuller, Mrs.
Richard Thompson, Mrs. Duke
Crews, Mrs. Ben Schwerdt, Mrs.
Otis LeCornu, Mrs. Hubert Mullins, Mrs. Eddie Bell, Mrs. Roy
Green, Mrs. Clyde Batts, Mrs.
Billy Wright. Mrs. Frank Barber,
Mrs. Hubert Lawson, Mrs. Sonrile Madding.
The Co-Chairman for Fulton
are Mrs. Fred Homra, Mrs. Margaret Whitnel and Mrs. G. F. Bushart and their Street Captains are
as follows:
Mrs. Rodney Miller, Mrs. Bill
Adams, Mrs. William Byers, Mrs.
Virgil Barker, Mrs. Joe Hall, Mrs.
0. Brown. Mrs. Reirbert Burrow, Mrs. Jasper Vowell, Mrs.
Jean Smith, Mrs. James Lawson,
Mrs. Morgan Amar, Mrs. Thomas
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Erickson, James Needarn and Frank
I.aplasters, Mrs. Win Whitnel,
Mrs. Ward .Johnson, Mrs. Paul
Nanney,
Mrs. Grady Varden, Mrs. Guy
Fry, Mrs. Eugene Hoodenpyle,
Mrs. Flynn Powell, Mrs. Billy
Blackstone, Mrs. H. L. Milstead,
Mrja-e.E. Fall, Jr., Mrs. Bob Binfelfd, Mrs J P. Haines, Mrs.
Thomas Allen, Mrs. Bobby Jo
Goodwin, Mrs. W L. Jolley, Jr

National 4-H
Happy Birthday Club Week To
Be Observed

HOSPITAL NEWS

New Committee
Heads Named
For Celebration

HILLVIEW HOISIPTTAL:
Mrs James Roper Hickman,
John CladbarrY, Cayce • 011M13
Howard.. 'Timmy Murphy. Mrs.
Paul Butts, Mrs. John Neil. Mary
Kate Pewit& Mrs Thomas Jones,
L. D. Brooks, Mrs. Russell Crum
and Hugh Ruston all of Fulton.
JONES HOSPITAL:
Bill Brown, Dukedom: Will
French. Dukedom; V. A. Richardson, Martin; Joe Westbrooks,
Dukedom; Mrs. Irvin Underwood,
Martin; Thomas Brand, Dukedom;
Mrs. Gilbert _Roberts, Dukedom;
Robert P. Johnson, Water Valley;
Mrs. Jewell Thomson, Palmersviile; Burt Gi011sion, Mrs. S. H.
Venable, Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
Brundige. J. C. Walker, Mrs. D.
M. Merryman, Mrs. S. M. Croft,
Ralph Moore, Mrs. Herman Parks,
all of Fulton.

New commit$ee heads named
for Ken-Tenn-O-Rama Centennial
have been announced as follows:
Spectacle Ticket Division, Audience Area Committee Chairman,
Orion Winstead; and Hospitality
Division, Dignitaries and Guests
Committee Chairman, Mrs. Mac
Burrow.
Deadline for men of the area
to begin growing beards is March
10. Buttons for "Brothers of the
Brush" etc. will be available
from local merchants. Material
will be available to every merchant willing to participate and
cooperate in handling official
centennial wearing apparel, costumes and buttons. Merchants are
asked to contact Spud Edwards,
Brothers of the Brush Committee
chairman and Mrs. Clyde Fields,
Ladies Sun Bonnets and Dresses
Committee Chairman.

National 4-H Club Week is being celebrated from February 28
to March 7. 4-H Clubs all over
America are observing this week
In many different ways.
The South Fulton 4-H club
members have placed posters in
many, of the business houses in
town in commemoration of National 4-H Week. Take a minute
of your time and look at these
displays as you go about your
shopping.
On Saturday, March 7, 10 a. m
the Obion County Public Speaking Contest will be held in Union
City, Tennessee. There will be
eighteen contestants to represent
South Fulton School—competing
with all of the other schools in
Obron County, including Union
City School.

Day" for the Fulton Rotary Club, The Fulton
News, Thursday, March 5, 1959, Page 5
with members inviting a farm
friend as a area-Lai guest.
pany observes, and told a little
The program, in charge of Les- region, and a film.
lie Weeks, consisted of an address
Mr. Cooke outlined some of the of the history of the Company.
by James Cooke, bulk sales-man- high standards of seed producLast Tuesday was -Rural Urban ager of the Ferry-Morse southern tion that the Ferry-Morse Comread the Classified Ads

Ferry-Morse
Man Speaks

A&P's USUAL FINE QUALITY

FRYING WHOLE
CHICKENS!).
CUT-UP TRAY PACK

)Good
All_
Sliced Bacon(lb.SR71:;
49c
Ground Beef ;Lill R7ht
Pork Chops( 39c)2exer
Bacon Squares Smoked
Stewing Hens 4Fresh
Lbs. UpFrozen
ts,lb

Fresh( C Lb.
Frozen
Box
Ocean
Fresh Frozen
(5 Lb. 389
)
Medium Size
Box

Perch Fillets

Shrimp

ALL NEW 1959

01111171
TV
WORLD'S FINEST PIRPORMANCI

California

f Large I
Dos.
Fruit
Fresh
Large
Cuban 1 Size
Ea

or
White Rook

TIN ASINSTA, Model 0243.
71' overall chef' neru. 262 to in
rclongalar picture arse In grained
Walnut, grain•d Mahogany or
gra.ned Blond Oak colors. 36"s'
N.TN, 24',',' .d., 171/,' 4••p.

Run

CHICK SUPPLIES, too I Starter and growing
mash. Coccidiostat, feeders, fountains, other
needs.
,00
1
•.
17)
V
.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
South Fulton

201 Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES (002ERATIVE SERV 1(1 A CEN(

185.9-1959

Lb. 790

2

Crisp California
Iceberg
McIntosh
All Purpose

Hds.294

44 Lb. 4,90
ar Bag

a

ET FRESHER FLAVOR ... BETTER VALUE!
MILD AND MELLOW

EIGHT 1-lb.
O'CLOCK Bag
COFFEE 3-Pound Bag

55c
$1.59
`wel=11111sas.....

•

Too
Pe
a
Pickles
Pink Salmon
14-'49°
Apple Sauce
4 49*
Blackberries
47:'69°
Green Giant Peas 2=39°
Wax Paper Fr...rip
,t25°
Pride
"'"):
8 59°
HiosnlayoeBartlett

29-0iL
Cass I
15-0z.1 9$
Jar I

ars

Cold

Cast

A&P
Stilwell
Water Pack

Johnson's

Pt, 49c

Clorox
19
2
Lustre
2
Palmolive soap
Vel liquid
Rinso Blue 32€
Wisk :=GENT
All Detergent
Bordens
SULTANA
Qt

os.

ANN PAGE White Yellow, Honey Spice, Devils Food

Cake Mixes
Soups
Peaches
Aspirin
HEINZ OR CAMPBELLS

(6MCeaantaVflaTrc.

Veg.
Var.

IONA YELLOW CLING
Sliced
Or
Halves
DEANS

2
6
3

Cans

29-0z.
Cans
Bottles
Of
100

Gr5aln

39g
790
79€
2c
°IC

A&P FROZEN FOODS
Cut Green Beans-9-0z,
Cut Corn or Peas--10-01.
Peas & Carrots-10-0z.
Spin. Chop. or Leaf 10.0z.
Mixed Vegetables-10-0z.
Chopped Broccoli-10-01.

YOURGs8
CHOICE.

JANE PARKER LARGE RING
37€ Angel
Food (
390
99c Blackberry Pie ( 394
3if Bread
27°
AMERICAN OR PIMENTO CHEESE FOOD
Ched-O-B
it
2L0LIF
69€
770 Cheese
49°
380 Butter
370
83g
Ea.
79:
)

Bottles

3 Reg.
Bars
32c

Ea

Bath
Bars

Reg,
Loaf
)

Cinnamon

12-0z. 39€22-O
ca z.690

Straight

"ATTRACTIVE" PRICES

33$

39` Apples

CSrphe:amil:alo:oktion

New Hampshire

Lb.

Pineapple(

A&P's Amazing Music Bargain

Delivery

Lb.

59° Lettuce

33 Complete symphonic works by 30 immortal composers
recorded by world-famous orchestras and conductors. 16
Hi•Fi 33 RPM, 12 Inch. long play records. Record No. I
only 33c with $2.50 in purchases. Records 2 to 16 $1.33 ea.
RECORDS 1-2-3 NOW ON SALE

Immediate

Lb. 39€
Lb. 490
69(
Lb. 29€
Lb 39g

Oranges Nave.

Lady Betty
Cucumber

LESS
SERVICE
HEADACHES!

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT

U.
S.
No.
,2
White
Potatoes Florida 5 BagLb. 59C
Lb. 49c
Grapefruit Marsh Seedless
Bag

Bleach

Reds

a•

lb. 33c

Glant
Pkg.

1-41.

GAAS, TIIM, UNCUITTIRID,
CLASSIC UNIS
EXTRA VALLI( ZENITH FIATunS
• 18.000 volts of picture power
.Spotlit. Dal • Tone Control
• Right Front Top Tuning
• Cinelens. Picture Glass
• Pull Push, On/011 control
.Easy-Out Picture Glass

Roper Television

)18-0z.
$1.83
Can

Mild
Cheddar
Sunnyfield
Our Finest Quality

Salad Dressing

10c
)
5 Oz
Off
Jar
Deal

quart jar

Tel OSLO ATIAPITIC & PACIFIC TIA COMPACT

SAIL LIQUID

37c Detergent 12 ounce 25c

ANN PAGE
306 Main

Fulton

TELEPHONE 307

Ketchup

Lb.
1-Lb. L50
ctn.

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY. MAR. 7

24-0z.
Box

B
I N SFTFAM

Wisc.

22 ounce43C

SUNNYFIELD,25 pound bag
14 ounce bottle

3 for 55c

Flour plain

$1.35

self-rising

$1.39
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WASHINGTON REPORT
by

your Congressman, Frank Stubblefield

selves. I supported a simple fouryear extension of the draft since
in.swing the f uturt safety and
providinga adequately for the defense of our Country far outweighed In importance the Inequities and difficulties inherent
In the military draft program.

taxes amounted to $3.02 per telephone per month. The report described the 10% excise tax as "an
unnecessary burden on telephone
customers which should be repealed." The telephone is the only
essential household utility which
bears such an excise tax.

Southern Bell
Builds New
Facilities

The veterans housing btil proSouthern Bell Telephone ComThe company's bill for embusy and eventful weeks standpoint of my seryivee as your vides for making an additional pany in 1958 backed up its con- ployee wages and related costs
Six
million
availabl
$300
e for direct fidence in the cuntituting eco- totaled $288 million. The comhave passed since the day this Congressnnui was my appointment
veterans housing loans in rural nomic growth of the South
session of Congress opened. On
by pany has 65,300 employees in the
areas, small cities, and towns. building $250 million in new faci- nine states with 4.659 in KenHIGHLIGHTS
January 1th I stood, along with
There la real need for this pro- lities, the company's Annual Re- tucky.'
the other 81 new Members, and
The highlights of :he session to gram because only a tiny fract- port receiv
-t:ltun today retook the solemn oath that "I
The report emphasized the efwill — faithfully discharge the date include the ?resident's State ion of the almost 30.000 veterans veals.
fect of higher costs of providing
duties of the office on which I of the Union Message, his Had- In the First District have been
The number of telephones in telephone service and the need
am about to enter. So help me to the House Agriculture Commit- able to get 01 housing and farm the nine states
served by South- for better earnings. The companyloans only because the money was
tee. As I indicated at that time,
not available. I mpported this bill ern Bel lincreased by 445.000 and wide 5.31% earnings realized. in
It was a great honor to be. as- enthusia
stically because the veter- stood at 6,275,000 at year end. 1958 on the original cost of its
get Message, and his Agricultural
signed to this important Comans housing loan program Ls a Demand for the convenience of property are "less than they
Message. I guess the net effect
mittee iii my lirst term, and I
good one and the record of re- the "extension"-teierhone around- should be if we are to plan and
of my reaction on hearing the am deeply grateful
to John Watts, payment
messages and studying them back
s has been practically the house was the highest •ever, build for the future and be able
who represents the Sixth Dis100r", . The program Is an out- with 193,000 of them installed in to do those things which prove
in the office would be disappointstrict, and numerous other friends
residences during the 12 months. most beneficial to our customers
ment—not disappointment
over and supporters for this assign- standing example of the use at
Southerners, using Southern in the long run." An improvement
government credit so as a benthe basic objectives, but the feelment. The assignment to the
efit individual families and the Bell telephones, made more calls of a little over one-third of one
ing that the minds and the
Agriculture Committee made posspercent in earnings was noted,
daily-40 million—and
country as a whole.
hearts of the people who helped
placed
ible my selection as a member
I voted to hold the interest more long distance calls daily— "but our earnings rate needs to
the President prepare them, and
of the Tobacco, Conservation and
be higher to be in harmony with
maybe the President himself, were
rates to
: however, the over 900,000—than in any preCredit, and Research and Extenthe earnings of other business
majority voted for the Ski %. and vious year.
too deeply engaged in what has
sion Subcommittees of the Agrigenerally," the report stated.
been, rather than what is to be.
after the 4\ ‘", had lost, I voted
The house new equipment, the
culture Committee.
In other words, the messages
for the bill at the Pa'', rate, even company constructed 101 new
GRAVE OF CAROLINE
seemer to offer little in the way LEGISLATION PASSED
though I think the rate is too buildings in the South and addiIn
an old cemetery near Lewisof grappling with the problems BY THE HOUSE
high. One of the reasons why tions to 40 existing buildings.
of the cold war and the future
the majority voted in favor of
Southern Bell's Annual Report port, Ky., is the grave of Caroline
Thrasher (nee Meeker), said to
The principal pieces of legis- the higher rate was the belief revealing these and other
development of this Country as a
facts
better, healthier and safer place lation which have come before that the bill was much less likely was released in Fulton by H. L. have been a sweet heart of Abrato live„ to rear our families, and the entire House for a vote to to be vetoed by the President if Wiley, of the Telephone Coin- ham Lincoln. Kentucky observes
date are the four-year extension the interest rat* was raised.
pany. President Ben S. Gilmer the 150th anniversary of Lincoln's
to edudate our children.
made the report for the company, birth throughout 1959.
of the draft and veterans housAGRIbULTURE
COMMITTICE ing. All of us deplore the fact TVA SELF-FINANCING BILL
which serves 174 exchanges In
ASSIGNMENT
that the communist threat forces
I expect hearings to be schedul- Kentucky.
The No. 1 happening from the us to stay ready to defend ourThe report showed 490,000
ed within the next few weeks by
the Public Works Committee of Southern Bell telephones in Kentucky--an increase of 22,000 over
the House on the TVA Self-Fi(PLOP (ipprv
nancing Bill. which several of my 1957.
Operators now dial about 70
colleagues in the TVA area and
percent of all long distance calls
myself have introduced. This bill
directly to the called city,
and
Is the same as the one that passcustomers in 12 exchanges are
OFFE:RS
ed the Senate last session but now
able to dial their own long
did not get through the House. distanc
e station -to-station calls to
OUTSTANDING FUNERAL SERVICE
I am extremely hopeful that we more
NEW
than 45 million telephones
will be able to pas. this bill in in as
many as 500 cities.
Our services are dedicated to those who desire and appreLABEL
•
the House and that it will again
More than half of the cornciate courteous, efficient and dignified Funeral Services. We
be passed by the Senate. If we pany's
SAME
customers now have onecan get the legislation enacted, party or
h.:ve always met any competitors' prices in this area.
GOOD
individual-line telephone
the uncertainly about adequate service,
with one in five having
U ALIT Y
Q
tir
k
power
which
holdiog
is
up indust- four-party service.
%1.1 4 si
CADILLAt. AMBULANCE SERVICE
Ten years ago,
rial development in ;he TVA area while the
company was striving
can be eliminated. I will report to meet
We have two Cadillac ambulances—both air-conditioned and
exploding pottwar deon the status & this legislation mand, only
ivs— INA
ovygen-equipped—ready to go, day or night. And it costs
16 percent had nne'GAR
no
from time to time in the weeks party service
and48 percent had
more tn use this service.
and months ahead.
four-party telephones.
Southern Bell paid nearly $158
THANK YOU
PRONE 88 —
408 EDDINGS STREET
million in federal, state and local
Let me close this report by ex- taxes, $221-2 million more than for
pressing my heartfelt thanks to 1957. The Kentucky tax bill was
the hundreds of people who have $11,100,000. In addition, the 10%
by letter, by phone, or in person federal exsice tax on telephone
DOUBLE FEATURE
sent their best wishes and express- service—paid by customers-ed their confidence in me. I shall amounted to $60 million. Total
AAAik
PROGRAM —
continue to do everything in my
power to merit that confidence.
SATURDAY!

Case Of Gardner
Vs. Bondurant
Is Postponed

DRIVE-IN =MAT=
Fulton-Upt
on City Ilidbw117
_
SAT-SUN., MARCH 7-11
(Starts at 7:00 and 8.45)
THE LFFFLE HUT
The suit was filed on Feb. 20 Stewart Grainger, Ava Gardner

I

AT
STORES
EVERYWHERE

Ob.

Your, Congressman,
Prank A. Stubblefield

IC Freight Is
Derailed At Halls

1111‘10110 Manila maws
a 111111/101 YUMMY!!

VICTOR LEO
MATURE • GENN

TANK
FORCE!

ClnernaScope

TECHNICOLOR.

aramoun

esents

THE YOUNG

CAPTIVE3

Plus — TRUANT STUDENT (color

cartoon)! 1

SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY
“Most honored motion picture of the year"
has won 7 Academy
Award nominations, Best Actor, Best Actress
, Best Supporting
Actress, Best Black and White Cinemat
ography, Best Score,
Best Screenplay and Best Picture of the
year . . . . .

An Illinois Central fast freight
between New Orleans and Chicago was deraIled recently in
the business section at Halls,
Tenn.. but the crew members
escaped injury.
About 25 of the 100 cars were
either derailed or overturned.
The tracks were ripped up, blocking all rail traffic in the West
Tennessee community.
Elmer Hoffus, station agent,
said some of the toppled cars
came within 25 feet of the station. Some of the box cars broke
open.
"A little bit further, and the
station would have been demolished," Hoffus said.
The derailment blocked the IC's
Main line, and No. 8 passenger
train to Chicago, which left Memphis at 650 a. m., CST had to
return to Memphis.
Workmen cleared away debris
from a spur which railroad officials said will enable traffic to
pass.

Are Ideas About
Foods Based On Facts

won WINDY HILLER

•••••

GLADYS COOPER • CADGER

stsafiT • ma nun • no mice • isan oval

km* by MINCE RATTIGA/1 atm Oil QAT
blcbs kg DELBERT AWN • Noma
NAROU) HECNT
a aim ausacroat
mot Yuri in INEWIlleTSTS

Plus

News — DOING wnArs
FRIGHT (Casper Cartoon)!

WEDNESDAY — THURSDAY & FRIDAY
TWO OF TODAY'S GREAT STARS Two All-Time Great Pictures, in one Great

--Show!!

moreassarsaphaiimaimamminownra:

TAYLOR- C LI FT-,WI NIERS
GEORGE STENRS
.
......

MACE
IN THE SUN

stag 17

A

Perubmi

admit

Rill• Win •

STABLITE

GET MORE OUT OF LIFE — GO OUT TO TIRE MOVIE!

OPEN
FAL-SAT.
Sum

ORPHEIN

Are the ideas that you have
about foods based on facts, or are
they just ideas that have been
handed down for generations?
'Food Fads and Fallacies' will
be the subject of the Kentucky
'Homemakers program on WPSDTV, Channel 6, Wednesday,
March 11, 12:30 to 1:00 p. m., according to a report from Mrs,
Anna 'C. Thompson, Area Home
Demonstration Extension Agent.
Miss Virginia Burfoot, Area
Nutritionist with the State Department of Health, from Murray,
Kentucky; Mrs. Vojai Dorris, nutritionist from McCracken, Carlisle, and Marshall County Health
Departments; and Dr. Norman
Parrot, McCracken County Health
Officer, will present this program.
They will bring out the differences between fact and falacies as
they apply to foods and nutrition.
As a continuation of the program, a film, "The Medicine
Man", which has just been released by the American Medical
Association, will be presented on
WPSD-TV Friday, March 13, 12:30
to 1:00 p. m,
To bring your nutritional in
formation up to date, you will
want to plan now to watch both
of these programs.

Adm. I
15 — 50c

TELEPHONE 22

STARTS FRIDAY — THEN SAT. & SUN.
—DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM —
Funny Title??
Funny Picture Too! !
TOM EWELL• MICKEY ROONEY

MICKEY SHAUGHNESSY ,
MERRILL •

DINA

Cle•ma

ett—ciar.00

A NICE LITTLE BANK
THAT SHOULD BE ROBBED

— SECOND FEATURE —
REAL, EXCITING MOVIE ENTERTAINMENT!

HE MUST NEVER LIVE TO TELL
..,what
happened
behind
hospital
doors!

VINEGAR

s4r4,,t

TIE TITAMC TAMI LITTLE
* WORLD WAR II!

reed the Classified Ads

The case of Flo Gardner, editor
of the Hickman Courier, versus
John C. Bondurant, Judge of the
Fulton County Fiscal Court,
scheduled to be heard Sat, morning before Judge Elvis Stahr at
Hickman has been put off until
Saturday, March 21.

SPEAS

The Whitnel Funeral Home

1

by Gardner's attorneys, and the
response, filed Sat. morning in
preliminary action, claimed that
the court case was being premature in not allowing 20 days
between filing of the case and
the hearing of it.

RICHARD TODD • BETSY DRAKE • HERBERT UlM
WARREN STFVFNS -FEAST & FURRYOUS-- Plus Color Cartoon -

1O1"1.1. LOVE THIS FMK:RANI!

WILSON WYATT
Candidate for Lieutenant-Governor

MET THE PRESS AND RADIO"

THURS. MAR. 5
10:0 to 10:30 P. M.

WPSD TV
CHANNEL 6 — PADUCAH, KY.
Mr. Wyatt
You'll enjoy this special program, with West
Kentuckians
quizzing Mr. Wyatt about things of interest
to West Kentuckians.

THE PRESS WILL BE REPRESENTED BY
•

Bill Powell of the Paducah Sun
-Democrat

TELEVISION WILL BE REPRESENTEDfY
Ed Paxton of Station WPSD-TV

RADIO WILL BE REPRESENTED BY
Jo Westpheling, WFUL, Fulton
(This advertisement paid by Fulton County friends of Bert
Combs and Wilson Wyatt)
••=•••-••••••y••••••
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Carr President
Of Paramount
Gulf Theatres

Needy,Jobless
Paid Nearly
$100 Million

The Fulton News, Thursday, March 5, 1959, Page
7

Veto"
tus tie

Leonard H. Goldenson, presiNearly 100 million dollars was
dent of American Broadcasting. paid to •unemployed
workers and
Paramount Theatres Inc., today needy families or
individuals durannounced the appointment of ing 1958 under
programs adminKermit Carr as president of Para- istered by the
Kentucky Departmount Gulf Theatres Inc. Para- ment of Econom
ic Security, the
mount Gulf is a subsidiary of AB- agency reports.
With AM PRYOR
PT and operates threates in the
The department added:
slows' Agent, Mask Eautnd Ralksof
principal cities in an eight-state
This was an increase of 19.2
southern region with headquarSILAGE ON
million dollars over 1957's sum.
ters in New Orleans.
THE DINNER TABLE
The Fulton Theatre in this city To help counteract the worst
Is operated by Paramount Gulf. economic recession of the last two
This doesn't mean we are to
Lewis Bizzle is manager of that decades, unemployment Insurance
dine on a portion of silage in the
paymen
ts
were
increas
ed by 16.2
theatre.
future, however it does indicate
Carr succects Henry G. Plitt million dollars to a record high
the ability of beef steers to. ultitotal.
of
'49I1
million dollars in
Who was recently elevated to
lize silage in the producion of
1958.
head A. B. C. Films Inc.
quality meat.
Of this, the Kentucky trust
He began his theatre career in
The feeding of more silage is
1929 and has served in various fund provided 48.4 million dolone answer to producing cheaper
capacities in the industry. He lars and special federal funds 3.4
heat. Once it was believed that
managed several theatres in Des million dollars for veterans and
good beef could only be producfederal
employe
es.
Moines, Ottumwa and Waterloo
ed in the corn belt by feeding priPublic assistance payments in
for the Tri-States Theatre Corp.
WALTER SMITH ATKINS, Fulton, has been named advisor marily corn. Our forebearers
During World War II he was, 1958 totaled 50.1 million dollars,
y prided themselves on their ability
for three years, in the field artil- an increase of three million over chairman for the Waterfield-For-Govenior campaign for the East
to top the market. It mattered
lery in the mule pack artillery the previous year. Payments in- end of Fulton County. The appointment was announced in Louisville
cluded 27 8 million dollars for the by La ban J. Jackson, organizational chairman in the state head- not if a steer waddled off the
and a liaison pilot.
quarters. Mr. Atkins is pictured above (left) with Lt.-Gov
ernor farm after having consumed 150
Upon his return from active needy aged. 17.4 million for de- Waterfleld in the state
headquarters in the Watterson Hotel in to 200 bushels of corn. The main
pendent
childre
n,
3.5
million
service, Carr rejoined the Trifor Louisville. Mr. Atkins is President of the
thing was that he topped the
Fulton Bank.
State circuit and in 1948 was the permanently and totally dis•
market.
abled,
and
1.6
million for the
named district manager for 24
Those days are gone. We now
theatres. In 1952 he became a needy blind.
face an entirely different set of
film buyer and two years later
conditions. The modern day conwas promoted to the position of
sumers do not want excessively
assistant to A. /I Blank, president
(Ed's note: the follow:no information. supplied THE NEWS
finished beef. To be sure, fancy
of Tr -States.
by the USDA. ASC nearby County Agents and agricult
hotel and restaurant trade will
ural
In December, 1917, Carr became
agencies will be of special interest to progressive farn.ers
in the
take the ribs and lions of a cerKen-Tenn area):
executive assistant to Louis J.
thin volume of prime beef, but
Finske, president of the Florida
the remainder of the carcass has
State Theatres Inc., with headMATURITY DATES
on all other producers on the to be marketed too. Test after
quarters in Jacksonville, Fla.
farm. His choice is also binding test proves Mrs, Average Housewhere he has headed various proWith maturity dates approachA 78-year-old Clinton woman ing for a number of grains which on all _other farms of which he wife will chose a high good or
jects for that circuit.
Carr is 48 years old. He is ex- was fatally burned recently when are under price support in this is the operator—that is, he must choice cut of beef over the prime
make the same choice for all his
pected to arrive in New Orleans her clothing caught fire from an area, Obion County Agricultural
cuts. This is not guess work it
farms.
on Tuesday. Fe rt. -7. 24th, where oil cooking stove.
Stabilization and Conservation
is a proven fact, even with the
Mrs.
Sallie
Mr.
Gardne
Vaughn
r Berry died Committee Chairman Vaughn tosaid that t!..^ "farm same price tag on the three
he will be later
Ailed by his
at
7
a.
operato
m. in 'Clinton-Hickman day reminded farmers that they
r" means the person who grades.
daughters,
' , 16, and
County Hospital, about three should be alert to market
Dusan, 9.
Indications are that an imporprices is in charge if the supervision
hours after the accident. She was that will enable them to
redeem and conduct of the farming oper- tant factor affecting beef producpreparing breakfast wh s
FIRST RANK ROBBERY
ations on the entire farm, as de- tion in the future-will be silage.
re ter these loans at a profit.
Jesse-James' first bank robbery clothing caught fire.
termined by the county commit- This useful feed has been kicked
"Farme
rs
who
redeem
their
is depicted in a painting at the
Hearing her screams, her son,
tee and shown on the, county -around the country for half
price support loans and take ada
Southern Deposit Bank in Rus- Robert Berry, rushed to -her aid
office records.
century. While it: use has been
vantage
of
price
increas
es on
sellville. Ky., which James rob- and smothered out the flames. He
increasing in recent years, the
local markets are using the supbed -Morels 20, 1868 He escaped suffered burns on both hands.
port program as It was intended will furnish youth-preserving B— field has been scarcely scratched.
with $17,000 from the bank.
The son lived at the home of to be used," Mr. Vaughn
Economic beef can be produc,ed
said. , vitamins and pep-giving iron.
whose officials had sent his father his mother. She
has no other "The price support rate tends to
Butter and marxarne are rich with a silage ration.
to college in 1840
survivors.
set a floor under local prices. It in Vitamn A and shoud be eaten
Modern methods make it -pos.ilso protects farmers from the daily.
sible to harvest, store and feed
low market prices that usually
Drink plentv of water and silage
with a
exist at the height of the harvest fruit juices, particularly between thus overcom minimum of labor
ing the big criticism
season. If the market rises to a meals, advises Mrs. McLeod.
of a quarter of a century ago.
point where farmers can sell on
the open market and still repay
their loans plus interest with a
profit, it is better for them to do
this rather than deliver their
grain to the government in settlement of the loan."
Mr. Vaughn urged farmers to
check with their local ASC office
if they have loans that might be
redeemed profitably. Grain .loan
maturpy dates in this county are:
Wheat loans maturity date,
February 28. 1959
Soybean loans maturity date,
May 31, 1959.
Corn loans maturity date, July
31, 1959.

7tvess

Burns Fatal
To Clinton
Woman,76

F

Silage can be made from most
any plant that grows on the farm.
Practically all feeding value is
preserved in making silage in
addition to a very palatable ration. Thus, southern farmers,
through heavier silage feeding,
long pasture seasons and mild

winters, are producing more and
more beef for the modern market.
LOWEST POINT
The lowest point :a Kentucky
is only 257 feet above sea level-near Hickman in Futon County.

easteit
is just four week-ends away . . . and
now is the time to PLAN your cleaning and avoid the rush later. Send us
your drapes, slip covers and spring
clothes to be cleaned . . . NOW !

OK-Parisian Laundry 81 Cleaners
Telephone 130

Farm News, Meetings, Events

E. State Line

We are now equipped to clean and glaze all
furs and srfthetic furs of all types: skins,
stoles, capes, coats, etc. ...
DON'T FORGET US WHEN STORAGE
TIME COMES... we are fully equipped and
qualified to handle your fur and woolen
cleaning and storage!
Billy Gilbert is now a representative of ours
in Fulton.

ELECTRONIC
QUARTERBACKING

WEEK -END

SPECIALS

NOTICES GO OUT -

SET

11:

PLATE
a va-

13 Coke Plato
Emit 14.04.
Allt WIsito

Wavy Dirty Utiltrookal•
poly plostis. Etsulito
Finish. $1.00 letssloir sr
&As Lasko FREE
Asst. Cetera.

BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 - 25c STORE

Notices have gone out to all
operators of farms with upland
cotton allotments, informing them
of the available price support for
1959, Mr. C. C. Vaughn, Chairman. Obion County Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation
Committee, said toda y. The
notices also state that March 16
is the deadline for the operator
to register his choice between the
(A) and (B) allotments and price
support for his farm.
Only farm operators will receive these notices, the Chairmqn
Pointed out, since the operatoris
the person who elects a choice for
the farm and his choice is binding

THE BEST BETTER!
kit Early Marketing!

Meeting Food
Needs Of Older People
Althoug h a persen of 65 or 70
may retire from active work,, he
can never retire from responsibility for eating the kinds and amounts of foods he needs, says
Mrs. McLeod, home Demonstration agent in Fulton County
Not.- eating the r ght kinds or
amounts of food may cause poor
health, which may result in that
pePkistent tired feeling, anxiety
oveY small things, a gloomy outlook in life, and too little or too
much weight.
Usually the older person isn't
so active physically as he was
when younger, but he still needs
well-balanced meals, although in
lesser amounts, A variety of foods
wll make meals more interesting
and stimulate the appetite.
Poo& that contain protein and
minerals-- meats.
milk, cheese,
poultry, fish and eggs—are especially important for the upkeep of
body tissues and bone. It would
be ideal if some protein food were
eaten at every meal, says this
home economist. ind at least two
glasses of milk a day is a must
Fruits and vezet aols are important for their vitamins, minerals, and starch or sugar, the last
two providing fuel for energy and
I warmth. Green or yellow vegetables should he eaten daily, and
may be served cooked more often
than raw.
Bread or cereals made from
enriched flour or whole cereals

Nobody has found a better way to
move this world's goods than the
steel wheel on the steel rail. It's an
unbeatable combination. Yet each
year we improve it.

Headstart your pigs on Wayne Tail
Curlers. New Syncro-Zymic nutrient
action in all Wayne Pig Feeds keeps
pigs growing and gaining fast.
HYGROMYCIN ... now in Wayne Tail
Curler to control worms . . . plus
ARSANILIC ACID with Antibiotic for
faster starts and top feed conversion.

Our latest improvement is a 600word-per-minute teleprinter that
transmits faster than the human
brain can think. No matter how
fast a car travels, its progress is
charted ahead; every move is
planned to the moment of deliyery.
This is only one of many improvements that each year make the
Illinois Central more successful in
its service to Mid-America, .. one
of many ways we are making the
best better!

A. C. BUTTS and SONS
Phone 202

East State Line

SEED FOR
SPRING SOWING
Korean and Kobe Lespedezas
Red Top, Timothy, Orchard Grass
Ky. 31 Fescue, White Dutch, Ladino Clover
Seed Oats
JUST ARRIVED FROM HOLLAND!

WAYNE

Imported new numbers in GLADIOLI BULBS
Wilson's "Seal Kraft" High-Grade ROSES
Patended

A. JOHNSTON
iPresident

ILLINOIS
CENTRAL mei4tel</ele-Atwear,

Everblooming Climbers — Floribunda
(individually packaged)
•
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Saturday's SWIM-A-THON must raise $8000
so our new pool can open this summer
Beginning at 9:30 a. m. next Saturday a marathon(Swim-A-Thon!)campaign for funds will be broadcast over Radio Station WFUL to raise the needed funds to finish Fulion's new pool. The program will be held at the Fulton
Woman's Club building, and, to keep things lively bettveen telephone
calls, a great array if musical talent will be on hand to perform through
the day.
You are cordially invited to come and see this program. Some of the highlights will include the Lambuth Choir from Jackson, Tennessee; the Nancy
Adams combo from Murray, and other talent from Fulton, Hickman, Obion
and surrounding counties.
COME if you can, but if you can't, KEEP YOUR RADIO DIAL TUNED
TO WFUL AT "1270"!

Fulton's handsome new 90-foot pool as it looks today.
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In order to finish the pool, an indebtedness
of $1846 must be paid off, and a bath house added... and YOUR HELP IS NEEDED!

Hickman
80-60 victor
Rosenwald
day night.
Riverview
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Morris ;icor
ton.
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PLEASE DO YOUR PART --- contribute
what you can --- help the Willow Plunge Pool.
Corporation get this splendid new recreation
facility completed and open for all-summer
enjoyment!
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...,k,!
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Then after it's open --- come out with your
whole family and enjoy it yourself!

Dewe
All

ty

SAVE!
PAC

Artist's conception of pool as it will look with bath-house.
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This Message Made Possible By The Following Public-Spirited Firms Of Fulton:

4
Fulton, K
esmoma

Gossum Welding and Repair Shop
Mayfield Highway

Phone 691

WATSON COMPANY
Union City Highway

Phone 261

Lake Street Liquor Store
Lake Street Extension

Phone 320

IRBY'S FASHION SHOP
307 Main Street

Phone 540

CII&O TIRE COMPANY
303 Reed Street

Phone 947

Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
Dukedom, Tennessee

413 College

Fulton Roofing & Insulation Company
College Street

Phone 557

White Way Service Station
109 Paschall John E. Bard, prop., Phone 9145

Shamrock Liquor Store
Phone 1100

Phone 620

Brundige Sausage Company
51 By-Pass

Phone 134

Three Vangard Midget Auto Racers
to be given sway by the

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Phone 502

Phone 1929

Gene Copeland Galt Service Station
West State Line

Phone 362

Highlands Texaco Service Station
Jerry Hawks and Harold D. Newton
By-Pass 51
Phone 9166

LETS HA

THE PLAZA COURT
Highway 51-45-W

Phone 6

KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY
210 E. State Line

Phone 1005

Most cow
West

IIIMPOW"nru

KINGSWAY MOTEL
Highway 45-51 By-Pass

15

Phone 85

PARK TERRACE RESTAURANT
Pay us a visit and look over the racers
One may be yours.

J. W. Robertson Gulf Service Station
Eddings Streel

New and Used Tim; (all kinds) Recapping, Vucantsing

204 Lake Street Extension

Ilea Brothers Feed & Seed Company

JACKSON DRUG COMPANY
125 E. State Line
Phones 40-370
Hendon Wright, manager

KING MOTOR COMPANY
West State Line
Phone 1267
Pontiac — Vauxhall

FULTON WHOLESALE FLORIST
Union City Highway

Phone 8034

GREEN'S GARAGE
118 Paschall

Phone 188

PURE MILK COMPANY
E. 4th Street

Phone 813

PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO.
Highlands

YE,
901

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
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Riverview Wins
Over Rosenwald
Hickman Riverview scored an
80-60 victory over South Fulton
Rosenwald at Hickman last Friday

night.

Riverview moved in front early
in the game and was never in
The halftime
serious trouble
score was 39-24
William Rice led the scoring
for Riverview with 25 points.
Morris scored 20 for South Fulton
18 39 50 60
Riverview
10 24 36 60
Rosenwald
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Hearing Aid Ratteritot

For all makes of hirsring alb!
Visit our Hearing Aid Department

at your first opportunio.
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Cape Girardeau, Missouri
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Local Farmers To Attend PCA
Silver Anniversary In Louisville
Local farm people from Fulton
County will go to Louisville next
Tuesday. March 10, for the statewide celebration of the 25th Anniversary of Production Credit in
Kentucky.
Those from Fulton County include T. R. Williamson, President
of Fulton County Farm Bureau;
Roy Bard, Chairman of Fulton
County ASC Committee; Parnell
Garrigan, Director of Jackson
Purchase PCA; Harold Shaw, VoAg teacher at Fulton County High
School and John P. Wilson, local
filedman for the PCA.
The local group will be joined
by other such groups representing the farmer-members of the
Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association, which serves
farmers in McCracken, Ballard,
Carlisle, Marshall, Graves, Calloway, Hickman and Fulton Counties. All ten of the PCA's in Kentucky will be represented by
about 400 farm people from all
sections of the state.
Chartered in February, 1934,
under the Farm Credit Act providing for a nation-wide system
of farmer-owned production
credit associations, the Production
Credit Association made its first
loans in the Spring of that year.
In the ensuing 25 years, farmers
of Fulton County and seven other
counties have obtained loans
amounting to more than $40,000,000.00 from the Jackson Purchase
PCA. Government capital invested in the association to help it get
started has long since been repaid and the association's 2,540
farmer-members now are the sole
owners of the association's $690,234.00 of capital and reserves.
The state-wide silver anniversary celebration will take the
form of a mid-day banquet at the
Kentucky Hotel. With Horace S.
Cleveland, Pleasureville, presiding, several farmers will relate
old-time experiences with credit,
and representative of the Extension Service, Vocational Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service,
Farmers Home Administration
and others will tell how the cooperative Production Credit System has benefited agriculture.
The headline speaker for the occasion will be John Strohm,
Woodstock, Illinois, work travelers, author and agriculturist.
Strohm visited Communist
China at the height of the Quemoy bombardment in October,
1958, and traveled some 7,500
miles behind the Bamboo curtain,
talking with hundreds of Chinese
and taking many pictures. He
made headlines in 1946 by becoming the first American reporter
allowed to roam freely through
the Soviet hinterland. In 1955

The Fulton News, Thursday, March, 1959, Page 9
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Secretary of Agriculture Benson
Clarice Bondurant—
asked him to coordinate the Russian farm officials' visit to the
Mrs. Frankie McClellan spent
United States. He accompanied Monday
and Tuesday with Mr.
the Russians throughout the
and Mrs. C;or don McClellan.
country.
Miss Louise Fethe of Hickman,
Ky. and Mrs. rnest Stubblefield
and son, Lee Mack, of Union City,
Tenn. spent Wednesday with Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Sloan.

Homemakers Meet
With Mrs. Yarbro

with Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
Sloan and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Jones are
the proud parents of a baby girl
born Saturday afternoon at Obion
County Hospital. Mrs. Jones is
the former Martha Ann Holdman,
granddaughter of Mrs. Ella Holly
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Holdman of Paducah, Ky.
THE PURCHASE

Mrs. Daisie Bondurant And
The Purchase, one of Kentucky's
The regular monthly meeting
of the Western Homemakers Club Clarice attended the Cayce home- sLz physical regions, gets its rilime
wt..s held in the home of Mrs. makers club at the home of Mrs. from the fact that it was purBert Yarbro, Jr. Itttl 18, with 14 Lyle Shuck Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs, Charlie Sloan chased from the Chickasaw Inmembers present.
spent Sunday in Covington, Tenn. dians.
The thought of the month,
"Success" by Henry Wadsworth
Lorwfpilaw. was read by Mrs.
John Peeler.
The program planning for the
coming year was discussed. Mrs.
Carl Mike! invited the club to her I
home Saturday afternoon. Feb. 21,
at 130 for a party honoring Mrs.
E. W. Yates, delegate to Farm
Do you plan to swap tractors, trade cars or trucks,
and Home Week. At this time,
build dairy barns, buy livestock, or make other
Mrs. Yates will give her report
major improvements? If so and you don't have the
on her week's meeting in Lexington.
cash, you owe it to yourself to investigate PCA's
The major project lemon on
plan for financing this kind of investment. The
Low Calorie Menus, was given
Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association
by the foods leaders Mrs J. D.
Jones and Mrs. Travis Nipp.
has a plan that is especially tailored for farmers and
Mrs. McLeod, Home Demonis
convenient and economical.
stration Agent, gave her suggestions.
A game and songs were used
1. Loans are made for one to five years.
for recreation with leaders, Mrs.
2. Payments are due when crops and livestock
Kelty Conder and Mrs. J. A. Butler in charge.
are sold.
The hostess served cold drinks
3. Interest is figured only on the number of
and cookies Alter the social hour
days the money is used.
the group adjourned to meet
March 11 with Mrs. J. D. Jones.
4. There is an adequate

FARMERS!!

PETE FARM HOUSE
Near Lewisport, Ky., is the old
Pete farm house. where Abraham
Lincoln in 1827 was brought before Magistrate Sam Pete on a
charge of infringement of Ohio
River ferry privileges. Then employed in Indiana, Lincoln was
hailed before the squire after he
had rowed a passenger to a boat
in midstream. Though unprepared in law, the 18-year-old Lincoln
seested as his own counsel and
was exonerated.

III
.

'.4[ mAilA6
,

supply of money at all
tunes.
5. No co-signer is required.
6. All capital stock is owned by local farmers.
7. Loans may be covered by credit life insurance.

PCA also makes loans to purchase fertilizer, seed,
fuel, and for other operating expenses.
More of the better farmers are using.the Production Credit plan to finance their farm programs.
For a dependable convenient loan that will make
you money, see John P. Wilson at the Jackson Pt -chase Production Credit Association for your credit
needs.
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Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association
206 Clinton Si.

Hickman, Ky.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11
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11:00 Lucie Rascals
9,30 Godfrey
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4.05 Weather
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6:15 CBS News
11 30 Search
1730 Sea Hunt
11 - 45 Guiding Light
7:00 Keep Talking
13 00 News
730 Trarkdown
12 10 Weather
Ban Millionaire
12 30 World Turns
6:30 Got a Secret
1:00 Jimmy Dean
9:00 Steel Hour
1'30 House Party
10:00 Bold Venture
300 Big Payoff
111:35 Theatre
3 10 Verdict
3 00 Brighter Day 11:01 news
3 - 15 Secret Storm

According to local tradition,
Thomas Lincoln. Abraham's father, lived at Elizabethtown, Ky., as
early as 1796. Hardin County
records show that in 1804-05 he
All types of Insurance
served on juries there, guarded
prisoners and was assessed for a
SAVE ! GET our
horse. Thomas and Nancy Hawks
set up housekeeping there soon
PACKAGE DEAL
after their marriage in 1806. Seek"Covering everything"
ers of Lincolniana during KenPipeline Service
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St.
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Emancipator's 150th birth anni- St ation. it concrete block and
Phone 40111 versary in 1959 will find a pil- glass building, on ,he Highway
Fulton, Ky.
51 By-Pass, was Oestroyed by
grimage to this city promising.
fire Saturday moi ning at 4.

Dewey Johnson

Service Station
Destroyed By Fire

The fire started when an oil
floor furnace became overheated.

LETS HAVE A PARTY

Both Fulton Fire trucks were
called out and fought the fire
for two hours betarc putting the
blaze out

Most

The station Is owned by J. L.
Grooms of Fulton.

complete stock in
West Kentucky
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Picket Stops
Roof Work On
Seed Plant

er was attacking him. He swore
out a warrant against the elder
Mr. Roach, charging him with
assault and buttery The elder
Mr. Roach was also indicted by
the grand jury last fall.
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WOOD & PRUITT TV

300 Walnut St.

M & W Appliances

Phone 211

Authorized RCA-Victor
Sales and Service

BEST

(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)

215 Main
Phone 126
Fulton, Ky.

L
M'AYTAG WASI1ERS, standard FOR RENi: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polishand automatic models, $139.95
er and electric vacuum cleanand up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street.

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at

WAHD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

FARM LOANS
Long Terms-Easy Payments

Atkins, Holman
and Fields
—Insurance—

Phone TU 59404

(Complete stock)
selection of records
on LP an d 45 rpm

I

Fulton Real Estate Co.
See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL.
Phone 5

SAVE. MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance con
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 300i. in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.
Wick Smith Agency
CALL 62 — 160

TRANSFER CO.

Church Street

Fulton

AM NOW represeting the
Greenfield Monument Works
and will appreciate the oportunity to show you our beautiful line of memorials. Tom
Hales, Fulton; phone 124.

WANTED TO BUY: 150 or 200acre farm; must be half-tillable.
Call 1888, Fulton.

Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

Suits, $55
Grisham-Butterworth
Clothing Company

For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards
RYTEX "Personalized"
Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppo
Phone 211-5

43.

Fulton

(
a
;
l

tRIGIDAIRE Electric Range
PULL-N-CLEAN
with our TRUE -VALUE TRADE-IN PLAN you can own this
New Frigidaire Range for as little as

229"

the do
donke

with your present
operating gas or electric range 8 to 10 years
old, in A-1 condition.
OR EVEN LESS if your
trade is a better and
later model.

• No More'"Ua en Scrubbing Drudgery': PULL 'N CLEAN
OVEN actually pulls out for easiest cleaning ever.
Feel and Look your Best
in a pair of

• Full 40" size with 4 fast heating surface units.
• Atitomatic Cook-Master; Automatic Appliance Outlet.
• Across-the-top Easy-View worklight,

JARMAN

Shoes for Men.
NOW is the time to get your Lighter — Softer — more flexible
for Spring! Now at
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Grisham-Butterworth
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell ComClothing Company
pany, DRIVE-IN Offices- Outfitters, Phone 674.

FLOWERS

(jilt i fl

(gas or electric)

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

—featuring "Lon-Air"—the most
advanced of all Dacron worsted
fabrics. Most durable and
wrinkle-resistant of all lighterweight fabrics.

The
In the

EME10 TRADE YOUR RA

FREE PARKING!

Across From
Coca-Cola Plant

555 FULTON, KY.

GILLUM

Furniture Company

HYDE PARK CLOTHES
For Men

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

129 MAYFIELD, KY.

EXCHANGE

(;f)od

Mail orders—Rnecial order's

List your
Farm and town Property
with the

1,03 Main St

Union City

NOW MINE

and

HELP WANTED: See me for good
Rawleigh Business now available in Fulton Co. or Fulton. I
will help you get started. Bill
Johnson, Box 352, Russell
Springs. Ky. Ph. Union 6-7106
or write Rawleigh's, Dept.
KYA-1071-594 Freeport, Ill.
HALLMARK St. Patrick's day
cards at Scott's Floral Shoppe.
Also—bridge tallies and place
cards, and the latest Goren rule
book on bridge—one table of
half-price items includes gifts,
gift wrappings, napkins, bulbs,
etc.

AV Mar/ —Here's How the Frigidaire
TRUE-VALUE TRADE-IN PLAN GIVES YOU
LOWEST NET PRICES.
• No Phony trade in deals. We actually appraise
your appliance, based on make, model, age,
appearance and operating condition.
• Our TRUE-VALUE TRADE-1N is figured from
our everyday low price—not from an inflated list.
• We need used appliances because we re.iindilion
them ourselves and resell them—AND WE
HAVE READY BUYERS.

BUILT AND BACKED BY GENERAL MOTORS

FOR YOUR TRUE-VALUE APPLIANCE APPRAISAL
COME IN OR MAIL THIS COUPON
KIND Of APPLIANCE AND BRAND
MODEL NO

MODS MLR

THE CONDITION OF MT

IS

NAME
ADDRESS

PHONE

OR ... CALL 185 RIGHT NOW

Graham Furniture Company
'TOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE'
WALNUT STREET
PHONE 185
•
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